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Tasterfilet6 

Quip? 

_ GULPMAN 

« THE FASTON 

Campbell Systoms, Dept (HC) 
18, Rous Road, Buckhurst Mil, 
Essex, IG9 6BL, England. 
Telephone; 01:504:0589 

HOME ACCOUNTS 
‘An accounts program specially 
designed forthe home user, ft 

Microcomputer 
hensive program allowing t 
control ofits, Fal 

PRICE: £12.90 

Tteeenes complete with fl ist 
ONE STICK UNIT £2790 

ERSOFT 
PERIPHERALS AND SOFTWARE 

FRENZY 
‘The object of this gine ts v9 

such a dogs fre rants aod 
pepe. Your week hes 

Foe Model "A" or Micro 
PRICE: £5.75 

POTENTIOMETER JOYSTICKS 

SNP CHEQUE 0 POSTAL ORDER PAYARLE TO: 
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SOFTWARE FROM 
MR. CHIP 
For the unexpanded VIC 20 

ANNIHILATOR Patrol the rocky terrain of a distant 
planetoid defneding the humanoids £9.99 
NIGHT-CRAWLER Dare you venture into “THE. 
GREEN FOREST"? £9.99 
HOPPER (Frogger) Bring this famous pub game home 

£9.99 
SCRAMBLE Guide your « 
to your “HOME BASE” 
ADVENTURE PACK Moon Base Alpha and Compute 
Adventure 

ft through many perils 10 get 

£9.99 
SPACE PHREEKS Voyage across the Universe and face 
many alien creatures known only as Space 
Phreeks £9.99 
QUACKERS Step right up, and welcome to the shooting 
gallery 19.99 
DATABASE Create your own custom files £7.50 
BANK MANAGER Computerise your bank account .£5,00 
M/C SOFT Machine code monitor and disassemble, 
memory size £7.50 
CHARACTER EDITOR With our own window 

CHEQUES/P.0:’S TO: Law! 
MR. CHIP, Dept HCW, 1 Neville Place, Llandudno 
Gwynedd LL30 3BL Tel: 0492 49747 
WANTED: GOOD QUALITY SOFTWARE, TOP 
ROYALTIES PAID. now 

ASTROLOGY 
truly AVAILABLE AT YOUR FINGERTIPS 

USER PROMPTING PROGRAMS: merely key in birth information, as requested by the computer — READ OUT (and/or PRINT OUT) 
‘hats normaly the resutt of many hours of painstakingly tedious Sea complex mathematical caleviations using tables, eohemr®, 

THE SIDEREAL TIME OF BIRTH. 
THE ASCENDANT AND MIDHEAVEN in Sign, Dagreas, Minutes, ‘and Seconds for EQUAL HOUSE SYSTEM, THE SIGNS AND POSITIONS OF THE HOUSE CUSPS in Sign, 

Degrees, and Minutes for the PLACIDEAN SYSTEM. 
THE SUN AND MOON POSITIONS in Sign, Degrees, Minutes ‘and Seconds 
ALL THE PLANETS POSITIONS in Sign, Degrees ond Minuto THE LUNAR NODE ~ THE PART OF FURTUNE ~ THE VERTEX 
NO A HOST OF OTHER GIRTHCHART INFORMATION AT THE 

TOUCH OF A KEY. 
2x81 16K 

ZODIAC | ONLY £10,00 
zopiac ONLY £8.00 GIVES YOU THE ASPECTS AND MIDPOINTS, 

FOR 48x SPECTRUM AND DRAGON 32 
zoDIAc F Full combined program on one cassette 

FOR ONLY £15.00 
Other programs in course of preperation include: PROGRESSING THE HOROSCOPE: RECTIFICATION OF THE BIRTH TIME, atc 

“STELLAR SERVICES 
8 FIR TREE VALE, LEEDS LS17 7EY 

Tel: (0532) 692770 
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New software to sell? 
New shop opening? 
Hardware for sale? 
Advertise it here! 

Ring Coleen or Barry on 
01-437 1002 NOW 

‘Tum your Spectrum into a word 
processor, says a company’ which 
hhas brought out a Centronics 
type interface module, 

Tt plugs into the back of the 
computer and, via a ribbon cable, 
into dot matrix or daisy wheel 
printers, 

The interface, called ZX 
LPRINT, costs £41.40, cable 
£12.08, 

EuroElectronics, Zin House, 
okfield Street, ‘Cheltenham, 
Glos GLS0 2U) 

eos 
Commodore plans to make 
700,00 computers a year at its 
new £20m factory in Corby, 
Northants, 

By the end of the year, says 
the company, 300 people will be 
employed there assembling 
VIC-205 and Commodore 64s for 
the UK with the surplus being 
exported, 
Commodore Business Machines 
(UK), 675 Aja Avenue, Trading 
Estate, Slough, Berks SLI 48G 

eee 
David Patterson, head of soft- 
ware company Silversoft, has 
discovered a new hobby — 
sliding 

avid, who said: “I've 
always wanted to fly’, took the 
plunge a few weeks ago at a 
sliding club near his home in 
Wilthsire. He enjoyed it so 
much that he decided ‘to go 
back the next weekend, 

He said: "One day, l plan to 
arrive at an exhibition by 
slider”. 

Let us know 
Ifyou are in the home computer 
‘business, please keep us in 
touch with what your company 
is doing. News tems and review 
samples of your products — 
software and hardware — 
should be sent to: Paul Liptrot 
Home Computing Weekly, 145 
Charing Cross Road, London 
WC2H OEE, Phone 01-137 
1002. 

BUY THIS SPACE 

To advertise 
your latest products! 
Ring, Coleen or Barry on 
01-437 1002 NOW! 

News and Sinclair special report . 5-10 
What's been happening in the micro world 

One man’s view . 

U.S. Scene... . 
New and views from across the Atlantic 

Better sound for arcade games 

Atarlprogramming . 
Is yours the GT model? 

Letters...... 
‘What's bugging you? We print out your opinions 

PET program . 
‘Can you escape from Colditz? 

2X81 program: Balancing act... . .22 
Use your micro to help you stay in credit 

Profile: Silversoft ..............26 
How one company is planning to stay ahead in the software stakes 

VIC-20 reviews 
Games to take you from golf course to outer space 

TI-99/4A programming ..........30 
Improve the way your screen seems 

Oricprogramming .............32 
‘Changing the shape of your characters 

2X81 program: Pieslide ..........34 
‘Challenge your friends to rearrange the picture 

Eiito ‘Advertisement Manager: 
Ron Harris Coleen Pimm 
News Editor: Assistant Advertisement Manager: 
Paul Liptrot Barry Bingham 

Managing Director: 
Jim Connell 

"Argus Specialist Publications Lid 
145 Charing Cross Road, London WC2H OEE. 01-437 1002 
ome Computing Weelyspoblnbed on Torys Diibaion by Arps Prot 
Alabaster Panumoce & Sons Lid, of London and Maidstone, Kent. Design and 
Srgmationy NMI Dep nd Pint 48 Charing Crow Ra Landoe WCHOEE 

Continued from Front Cover 
stage to say when we will be in 
production, but it's a lot closer 
‘han it was.” 

‘The cartridges would init 
jally only be available from 
Sinclair, but it would be possible 
for software houses to sell pro- 
grams on them, 

AA fist batch of letters with 
order forms would go out to 
§,000 mail order Spectrum 
buyers, followed by the rest of 
the 100,000 and it would be a few 
months before the orders were 
filled, 

“That will give us an idea 
how many other Spectrum 
‘owners want them,’ he suid. 
“It's quite impossible with any 
new product of any complexity 
to start producing in volume 
‘overnight 

‘Some of these people had 
to wait 16 or 18 weeks s0 I can’t 
think what more we can do than 
offer them the first 
Microdrives. 

f we have it in our power 
to make the new customer 
hhappy rather than the person 
who first bought from us I 
know who I would choose. 

“You will be able to buy 
them in Smiths as soon as the 
demand has been satisfied from 
‘our mail order customers. 

“We are going to control 
the availability so that those 
people will get the opportunity 
to buy one in the same order as 
they bought the Spectrum from 

“1 think initially the 
Microdrive is going to. make 
possible applications which are 
still inconvenient. Typically this 
will be spreadsheets and 
database management systems. 
It will encourage people to write 
programs of that sort.” 

‘And on Sinclair's past 
delays he said: “It makes me 
absolutely determined not to 
have that happen again 
Therefore, we are not going to 
make any estimates or fix any 
dates.” 

Sinclair Research, 25 Wills 
Road, Cambridge CBI 24Q 
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.).K's RANGE OF 
LITY SOFTUUARE 

CONTINUES TO EXPAND. 
> MODEL A/B ™> CASSETTE 13-HYPERDRIVE 
Cassette 1: Star Trek/Candy Floss (very popular) ‘Anew, very addictive machine code arcade game. 
£6.50 Guide your laser tanks around the network of 
Cassette 2: Family Games (hours of fun) £4.80 passages destroying the drone Aliens - but beware, 
Cassette 3: Mutant invaders/Breakout £6.80 evil OTTO lies in wait! 
Cassette 8: Model A Invaders (M/C) £5.80 Only£8.50inc. For MODEL B (or A+32K) 
um MODEL B (or A+32K) > CASSETTE 14-STRATOBOMBER 
Cassette 4: Beeb-Beep (Super Simon Game) €4.80 Another new highly colourful machine code arcade 
Cassette 5: Beebmunch (full colour Munchman) ‘game. Can you keep the enemy fleet at bay long 
£6.50 ‘enought to destroy the nuclear reactor of the rogue 
Cassette 6: Super Hangman (animated, educational) Star Ship before it destroys your home planet? 

‘Superb graphics. 
Cassette 7: 30 Maze {fast and intricate) £4.80 
Cassette 12: Flags (Countries and Capitals) £4.80 

Only £7.50 

NEW CASSETTE 15-LEAP FROG 
The fabulous roger’ arcade game reaches the BBC 
micro. Superbly written ful colour machine code adaptation of the arcade ‘Space Invaders’ game in Version for the Model B (or A+32K). Help the frog machine code and hi-resolution colour graphics for Crags the road avoiding the vehicles travelling at 

the BBC Micro model B(or A+32K. Play normal —_—_Gifferent speeds, and cross the multi current river to ‘game or choose from the many options including each the safety of the lily pads. The game gets Missile, Bomb and Invader speeds. Invisible Visible frogressively harder perlect for arcade acuicts. 
and Shields no Shields. Quite simply the best. ~e_ Omiy £7.90 for MODEL B for Aroak) 
Only 7.80 for MODEL Bor A+32K) Se 

Wy, — OS 
\im CASSETTE 10 % 
WORDPRO. Cassette based word 3 
processor for either Epson or Seikosha 
printers. Features right hand justification, 
alter, insert, delete, pages to tape, printer 
‘mode changes from within text line et. 
etc. Complete with manual 
‘Only £10.50 ine. for MODEL B 

{or A+32K) 

For MODEL B (or A+32K) 

im CASSETTE 11 
ATLANTIS. The superb fast action arcade 
‘game written in machine code to illustrate 
to the full the machines fantastic colour 
‘graphics and capabilities. This game 
includes all the usual ATLANTIS/ 
SCRAMBLE features. Guide your 
submarine Nautilus along the undersea, 
landscape and through the caverns 
‘avoiding mines, depth charges, rockets, 
jelly fish, serpants etc. 
Only £7.50 ine. For MODELB 

(or A+32K) 

WE’RE EXPANDING 

TOO...NOTE OUR NEW 

pe WE (ORES U: i S INSAFONE 
oftware ORIC MICRO software ready 

3 soon. Write or phone for availabilty 
@ All Programs will run on all 

operating systems 
@ All software in stock before we 
eT tocscne _ (©)(0253) 21555 

J cme 48 hour despatch PE Limited “2h tesrtch 
9 King Street, TALL PRICES FULLY 
Blackpool, Lancashire PRP“NO MORE TO PAY! 



Continued from Front Cover 

Benny Leung 
two Basicare modules side by 
side. Others can be stacked on 
top. 

It would include a 16-bit 
processor, colour, 16K of RAM, 
a Microsoftlike BASIC, real 
sound, the interface from 
basicare’s Persona module and a 
memory mapping device. 

Although the cases would be 
made in Hong Kong, the com- 
puter would be assembled in the 
UK and a professional marketing 
company would be brought in. 

Mr Leung, 35, whose 
Fulham-based company has six 

ONE MAN'S VIEW 

staff, said: “We hope to show the 
prototype publicly in June with 
the first models on sale by the end 
of the year. 

“We reckon that just to 
launch it will cost something like 
£50,000 and we are seeking back- 
ing from finance houses. 

“Initially it will be 
resent customers who buy it 
Then we hope it will be all the 
serious computer users. Most of 
them will be using the ZXB1 at 
present. We want them to bypass 
the Spectrum." 

Mr Choi, 34, has designed 
the new micro and it is Mr Leung 
who takes care of the day-to-day 
running of Basicare. Both came 
from Hong Kong 10 years ago 
and set up their company in 
February last year to produce 
add-on modules. 

Mr Leung said: “How big 
do I think we'll get? Our ambi- 
tion is quite high. 

“We would like to be 
something like Sinclair Research. 
We think that this could be a new 
breakthrough in 
technology — a stackable system 
that can be tailor-made 
Basicare Micro Systems, $ 
Dryden Court, London SEII 
4NH 

you could be 
on our pages 

Fair on the 
The London Computer Fair, run 
annually by the Association of 
London Computer Clubs, is 
moving to the Central Hall, 
Westminster, due to lack of space 
at its usual home at North Lon- 
don Polytechnic. 

The fourth fair, running 

move 
from April 14 10 16, includes 
stands run by 10 London clubs, 
the first public presentation of 
Micronet — the home micro net- 
work — and new products from 
several exhibitors. 
ALCC, c/o 13¢ Compton Road, 
London NI 2PA 
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COLGUA BEMIE 
16 Cassone 

8 VAT 
Spacing 

Tango Foxtrot 01 
Using your skill locate the airstrip with the radar 
scanner, fly your aircratt through hazardous 
Crosswinds and air pockets to land safely. Watch your 
fuel; watch your artificial horizon; be sure you are 
levelon final approach. Full colour, hi-res graphics, 
3D and sound. £6.50 inc. p&p 
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USERS!! DEALERS 
ZX81 and ZX Spectrum 

Games 

heal machine code eames 

weet Fae tan pas Space Invaders 

‘Nighumare Par Space Rescut/Dragon Maze/Mision ofthe 

‘ev Bd pls Diguee Man — Newt! exelent iia 

Nighimare Park, Dragon Mase and Space Rese 

Send SAE for Catalogue, 
‘and/or Trade details. 

TWVAGADTIGSS srsreses unre 
26 Spiers Close, Knowle, Solihull B93 9ES 

GENEROUS DEALER 
DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE 

DRAGON 32...00%0 
Air combat and ground strike, “joystick” controlled 
sights cannon fire and bomb release. Full colour 
hi-res graphics 3D and sound £6.80 inc. p&p. 
Fruit 
Compulsive, addictive, fruit machine. Using your skill 
with the holds, turn your £5 stake into £10 and beat 
the system. Hi-res graphics and sound. £4.98 inc. p 
Look and Learn 
Educational picture recognition. Hi-res graphics, text 
and colour. Age 3-10yrs £4.95 inc. 08 o. 
Pontoon 
‘Super Hi-res graphics, full colour definition and card 
display. Fascinating, absorbing £4.98 inc. p&p. 
DRAGON and ORIC “JUNIPER” word processor, 
comprehensive edit facilities, menu and cursor driven 
£25.00 inc p&p 



——S es 
SINCLAIR SPEC! 

Spectrum power supplies: 
how we discovered 

the danger 
es | them. nad Mr Sere, What exactly went wrong. with 

28,000 Spectrum power supplies 
setting off a massive recall ~ was 
revealed by Sinclair managing 
director Nigel Searle 

He said: There is a printed 
circuit board inside the power sup- 
ply and the tracks which carry the 
‘mains voltage are closer than they 
‘should be to those which cary the 
‘Output 0 the outgoing tracks 

i could leap over, if you get 
idity or dust inside and a huge 

spikein the mains —fourkilovolts 
But you must be holding the metal 
tip that goes into the compute."" 

Tn this country spikes in the 
mains ofthat magnitude were very 

He said: “We have had two 
reports from people reporting what 
they claimed to bean electri shock 
from our power supplies, 

"We have asked them (0 
return them immediately and we 
will examine them. I's entirely 
possible that they involved static 
clecticity 

They both involved chikdren 
and it could be it was mis-described 
to their parents, We have had no 
‘reports of anybody being badly in 
jured. Since we cought this within a 
matter of three to four weeks of 
when we sent them out I believe 
there are probably not too many in 
the hands of customers.” 

‘Mr Searle, 36, who has a PRD 
in maths, said the problem was 
spotted by an inquisitive service 
engineer — nota Sinclair employee 

who had opened up a power 
supply 
J sample was flown to the 

British Standards Institution, 
which tests electrical proxtcts with 
a dky overload, The power supply 
twas safe with an overload of up 10 
kv 

Mr Searle said the bateh of 
power supplics had been bought 
from a sub-contractor — which 
Sinclair will not name — by Timex, 
which makes most UK Spectrums 
in Dundee 

He sai: “Timex had bought 
fromthem before, They asumedit 
would be designed (0 1 
‘design res and they only checked 
it out that it performed the same 
and it does 

Sinclair Research has opened Lao pers mapa 
its £34m new HO. Paul 
went there and talked to the Mt Seat si: “If we wore. 

bosses Conceivably wory about I the 

“Then there were the “me 
Hong 
vexpe 

ptrot | sivy 

toremain at the low end we could 

ZXB1 were our only product it 

1m afraid Y can't say whose 
fault it wasthat when samples came 
inthey were checked for functional 
‘working and not for safety. 

“Obviously, in fate we will 
not rely on that sort of thing. 

He said the problem could 
affect the number of Spectrums 
available because power supplies 
for them were being diverted 
replacements 

He explained that it was dif 
ficult to find makers of power 
supplies, but now a further 
manufacturer had been found 
and was bringing its plans for 
ward to meet demand, 

Sinclair spokesman Bill 
Nichols said power supplies arriv 
ing at a specilly-opened small 
warehouse in Cottenham, Cam 
bridgeshire, were being replaced 
within 48 hours 

When the problem _w 
discovered, about 14,000 were 
still instock at retailers or in 
warehouses. 

‘ould concen us. As long as 
Potentially dangerous power | we're innovative I'm not too 

supplies have a black lead with a | worried about it.”” 
thin white stripe and a smooth: ‘And the third challenge? He 
surfaced — not textured — | said: “We would be foolish 10 
fingertip on the jack plug. it | dismiss Japanese compettir 
only affects power supplies with | They can make consumer elec 
Spectrums bought between | tronics which are extremely 
January | and four weeks ago, | attractive to the consumers and 1 

The address for recalled | think it’s going to bea very tough 
power supplies only is: Sinclair | competitor in that battle. 
Research Lid, Unit F, Broad | “You haven't got to wipe 
Lane, Cottenhiam, Cambs, CBS | them off the face of the 
sw but you have got to be com- 

parable and I'm quite confident 
No fears we can do that. 

About Micro | “16x: shink he compete 
rivals ped cera be 

Thee types of compoter makers | svalable from other sources, It 
TES ice eves in ihe | tay well be ht new std 
UK, according to Sinclair's Nigel | in| mini-floppies will be set by 
Sat vos 

Tie there were the home. | They know how to bul a 
grown yesdncn ike the Ore | product a «tow price and bud 
Ser" ES sonasnetosoched | bp volume wry qty. 
Ficron, a cut down" ‘BDC | eveyone in the word hs. got 
Ber rims Aco. “Bat we re | Somaing 10 far from the. 
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SINCLAIR SPECIAL REPORT 

We can take our place in the 
market alongside them, 

“The Japanese never make 
inroads early on. It's not a matter 
‘of life or death that they have a 
product in the market this year or 
next year, There is an advantage 
in waiting until the market setles 
down, 

He talked of price-cutting in 
‘America and said: “Let Texas 
Instruments beat their brains out 
‘and everyone else’s out. We 
‘could not afford to sella machine 
(the TI-99/4A) for £100 and 
make enough profit to re-invest.”” 

Managing director Nigel Searle 

ee nm 

car 
Sinclair Research, valued at 
£124m, will have $0 per cent 
more staf by this time next year, 
said n nsial director Bill 
Matthews. 

‘AL present there is 58 staff 
— 33 at the new £m Cam: 
bridge headquarters, seven in 
London and the rest in St Ives, 
worki n TV pro- 
ject, and in Winchester, develop- 

based solid 

Nigel 
Searle said a condition of chai 
‘man Clive Sinclair selling five per 
cent of his Sinclair shares to City 
institutions was that computer- 
related products would remain in 
the company: 

Mr Searle said: “He could 
not, for example, make up an 
electronic burglar alarm and set 
up a separate company." 

Mr Sinclair's plan is to use 
the money he raised to finance an 
electric vehicle project, uncon: 
nected with Sinclair Research, 

Mr Searle revealed: 
life is insured for a 

substantial amount of money.” 
Mr Matthews said: "The 

company was not one penny bet- 
ter off as a result of the sale of 
those shares, 

“Although we have a 
substantial amount of cash eom- 
pared with other companies we 
sometimes look at our eash and 
‘wonder if we have got enough to 
do what we want to do. We 
might have to look at other 
sources of cash.”” 

He said the company was on 
tanget for its predicted £14m 

at its year-end this week 

clae’s tiny TV, with a two- 
inch screen, will be on sale in 
June of July — “but that’s not a 
hhard and fast date,” 

Cautious spokesman Bill 
Nichols said: “We want to make 
sure we have the production in 
‘quantity 

The most imeresting thing 
will be when we blow it up to nine 
inches and integrate it with a 
‘computer 

‘Made by Timex in Dundee, 
the TV set will ell at about £50 
‘and measure six inches by four 
inches by one inch 

Mr Nichols said: “It would 
bbe am ideal product for breakfast 
TV. Instead of walking into the 
lounge with your cornflakes you 
‘could watch it-on the kitchen 
table.” 

The new Sinckir computer 
was on the stocks for the sesond 
‘quarter of next year. 

He suid: “It i something 
which integrates the fat screen, 
twin Microdrives and Spectrum 
technology. 

going to be for the 
more sophisticated user as well. I 
is very unlikely we would launch 
anything this year apart from 
peripheral 

“The strategy is to work our 
We 

‘Commenting on an America 
1n magazine report about the new 
computer, he said: “Where they 
sot that £300 figure from 1 don’t 
know. There just isn't a price on 

for upgrade 
buyers 

Owners of 16K Spectrums are 
being offered two bonuses if they 
buy 32K upgrades from Sinclair 
Research. 

‘All purchasers of the £60 
upgrade will get: 
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© A free Sinclair 48K cassette 
‘program of their choice, and 
© the chance to buy a ZX 
Printer at £39.95, instead of the 
normal price of £59.95 

A spokesman said: *"To en 
sure fair treatment, Sinclair is 
‘making the upgrade available in 
sequence of purchase and mailing 
its customers in batches 

“No orders can be taken at 
this stage from more recent 
buyers.”” 

Financial director Mill Matthews 

Psion sales 
top a million 
Sinclair Research says it has 
reached a landmark with the sale 
of the one-millionth Psion 
casette for the ZX81 and 
Spectrum. 

Best seller by far had been 
Flight Simulation, for both com- 
puters, closely foliowed by appli 
cations software like Vu-Flle and 
VuCale 

Micro control 
for new HQ 

The new home of Sinclair 
Research could have been an old 
church — but in the end they 
settled on a former Victorian 
mineral water botling plant 

At the opening of the £24m 
headquarters, architect 
‘Christophe Grillet said: "I looked 
at two old chruches with Clive, 
bout it wasn’t practicable.” 

The project took just nine: 
and-achalf months, starting with 
a phone call from Mr Sinclar 
from New York. 

Mr Gaile said: “ts pro: 
‘ably the most pleasant job I've 
had in a long time because 1 only 
had to deal with Clive Sinclair — 
no directors, 0 committees. 1 
went 10 everyone who worked 
there atthe time and asked them 
what they di 

The main L-shaped building 
in Willis Road, Cambridge, has 
been restored and houses offices 
and research labs. The former 
‘outhouses have been remodelled 
as general offices and clad in 

ess steel 
The yard between the two 

has been enclosed as a reception 
area, featuring a bronze sculpture 
called Double Torso I, by 
elaine Blumenfeld. 

A heat exchanger extracts 
heat from the original well, plus a 
second bore hole, taking out 
‘water at 12 degrees and returning 
it at 10 degrees. More energy 
‘comes from solar panels on the 
100. 

SE 

The Hobbit 

9 30 Tenx 

10 Planetoids 
(Psion) 

Compiled by WH. Smith. Originating company given 
Jin brackets, 

{0 Tronics) 
Prion 



BAUST COMPUTING CONSULTANTS 
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Saw | JOYST|CKS PROGRAMS FOR TRS-80 

ZX Spectrum / 2x81 
FOR ONE JOYSTICK AND 
INTERFACE MODULE 

BUILT, TESTED & READY FOR USE 
NO SOLDERING, interface module plugs into rear ‘Connector between 2X and Ram Pack, Printer ete 
NO SPECIAL PROGRAMMING, Jo, imlates 
‘Sursor movement keys 5t0 8 through 
IMMEDIATELY COMPATIBLE WITH. ‘sing the arrow keys for movement 
‘TWO JOYSTICK connect via one interface module, 
EIGHT DIRECTION, SELF CENTRALISING ACTION vith integra “FIRE? button 

‘ADDRESS 

| SEND cw.o. oA HARDWARE: Dept. 5, 26'Van Goon 
ary. 
| —fintenrace wooULE rs 
‘Bx Sosctrum (] 2x81 []Pieae tick [FINAL TOTAL 

& & KSAVE £3 & & 
Book your subscription to Home Computing Weekly on or before 
29th April 1983 and send £3 less than the full subscription rate as listed 

below. Don’t delay, a saving of £3 and all the latest news on the home 
computing scene delivered weekly to your door is too good an 
opportunity to miss! 

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM 
1am enclosing my (delete as necessary) 

Cut out and SEND TO: hee Pia rr /intrnrona Money 
‘Order for 

Home Computing Weekly made pai fo aS Piny 
513, LONDON ROAD, Debit my Access/Barclayeard* 
THORNTON HEATH, (Caelete as necessar)) 

SU Oo T 
‘Please use BLOCK CAPITALSand include postcodes. 

Computing Wea ef Name (/Mra/Mis). 
Address 

SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES: 

(tick Oo as 

appropriate) Signature 
bate ‘Rises £60.00 

SEE EEE SE Ree eee eee 
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They said he | 2x*!2%4 "r= wm 
a Spectrum 

WES C00 [Nes came accom 
young seling his game, ata computer 

show at the University of Man: 
chester Institute of Seience and, 
Technology 

Managing director Ken 
Macdonald looked at the 
‘cassette and decided to put it on 
the market, There are two 
games, Devil Birds and Digger 
Man for the 48K Spectrum, on 
the same tape for £4.95. Two 
more at the same price, 
ET/Seekey, have since been 
teleased, These are 
available in a 16K version at 
£3.95, 

Another program by Nigel is 
due out in a month. His newer 
programs will have at least 20 

Nigel Stu 
Micro. whizz-kid Nigel Stuart 
was told he was too young 10 

O-level 
hough he has a 
water game on th con per cent code. Nigel Luckily Nigel, 16 in May, | Pig. BASIC dif 

hhas been accepted in evening | ficult, 1 don’t really have to classes for a two-year course in 
computer technology 

Now Nigel, of Timperley, 
Manchester, says: “I'd like 10 
start my own software company 
eventually.” 

He has computer science 
teachi Molineaux, of 

Boys School, 
mpetley, for interesting him 

in the basics of computing, 
The first time Nigel used a 

computer was when he sat down 
{in front of the school's Com: 

think’ about it. And machine 
code is not as difficult as 1 
thought it would be.” 

Nigel's father, Glenn, is a 
telephone engineer. Nigel said: 
“ve tried to explain it to him, 
but I just lose his 

Mr Macdonald said: “I've 
gota couple of programs. 
Would you like to look at 
them?" He's got a natural flair 
for programming.”” 
Macronics Systems, 26 Spiers 

Together we |) sie! 
‘A group’ of companies was 
‘meeting today to thrash out the 

time, temporary officials were 
elected and “*had a speculative 
chat about what we were going 

details of an association to pro- | to do and how we'd go about 
tect them — and their| it”, said a leading member 
customers ‘Nigel Backhurst was elected 

The Computer Trades| acting general secretary, and 
Association aims to boost| Tony Sheil, of Knot Kom. 
public confidence in home com-| puting, is acting chairman, 

Three working groups, set 
‘up at the first meeting to look at 
different problems facing the 
industry, are to report back on 

lard goods. their preliminary findings o- 
And by bringing the dif-| day 

ferent aspects of the microcom: 
puting trade together in one 
association, it hopes to be able 
to tackle problems like software 
piracy more effectively 

Hardware and software pro: 
ducers, distributors and 
retailers, and computer con: 
sultants, will all be represented 
by the association. Later on the | Computer Trades Association, 
‘computer press may be included | 108 Margaret Street, Coalville, 
to0. Leics LES 2X 

it bad. service and sub. 

The association has asked 
Chancellor Geoffrey Howe to 
adjust tariff barriers so that UK 
manufacturers are in the same 
position as foreign companies 

At present the import levy 
fon computer components is 
roughly twice the levy on im. 
ported) computers 
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Your micro 
remembers 
to tell you 

‘You can run your family with your ZX81 plus a new program 
called Home Clock Family Bulletins. t works like an alarm 
clock, but also reminds you what you should be doing when the 
‘alarm goes off. 
1 costs a reasonable 20 dollar and consists of two inerleay- 

ed prosrams. The first i clock calendar which displays 
| digital clock — showing date, hour and minute — on the top: 
half of the screen. 

‘You can then set an alarm and when that time arrives the 
program displays the word ALARM atthe botiom ofthe screen. 

‘The other program functions as a bulletin board that can ac~ 
cept up to 10 32-character messages which can be edited or eras- 
ed. Each appears, one at a time, for 12 seconds each in the cen- 
tre of the screen. 
‘A special message can olso be entered 10 appear only when the ALARM time comes round, 
Even though you cannot use your computer for anything else 

while the program is running, it does free the TV. It turns out 
that many users, especially those with smaller home micros, 
don’t realise that they can disconnect their TVs while a program 
is still running, without detrimental effect 1 the set or the pro- 
ram. 
Ezror handling is excellent, the manual comprehensive and 

the company will replace the progrom free of charge if it gives 
| problems within 30 days. King software is at 85 Myrtle Street, 
‘Lowell, Massachusetts 08150. I was written for the US version 
fie aed he Time Sn 10 win 

TV commercials show the fight for business with widespread 
‘price cuts. Texas Instruments has just lowered the price of its 
TI-S9/4A home computer by 48 dollars which means, with the 
present 100 dollar rebate until mid-April, i can cost under 150 
‘dollars. 
The official list price is 480 dollars, even though TI officials 

‘consider that ridiculous in view of the fact that the average was 
‘loser 10 300 doallars even before the 100-dollar rebate. 

‘The latest reduction i a bid 10 make the machine more com= 
petitive — profit margins are a bit higher on some other 
‘machines. It's likely that the customer will only get a 30-dollar 
reduction with the rest improving the dealers’ profits, Com- 
‘modore and Atari are also in the price-cutting xame. 
Twill be watching with interest next month's launch here of the 
‘computer you know as the ZX Spectrum. It is being marketed| 
‘by Timex as the Timex/Sinclair 2000 and is slightly modified| 
from the Spectrum. It 1s the first colour computer 10 offer at 
‘east 48K of RAM and cost less than 200 dollars, 
11s the second Sinclair computer to be offered by Timex. 

The first, the TS 1000 (Z:X81 10 you) is said 10 have sold a] 
‘million. For the nev launch, Timex is planning to offer 40 home | 
‘management and business applications as well as some educa- 
‘onal and games programs. 

Timex is predicting thot « huge cottage indusiry will spring 
up due to the machine. I will aiso push the micro in educatio 
‘nareas, as well as introducing a line of home health care pro-| 
‘ducts f0 be used with the computer 10 monitor blood pressure, 
‘weight, temperature and the lke. 

‘See you next week... 
Bod Izen 
Faicfield, California 



Rid the world of the Transylvanian Terrorf before he 

introduces you to the dark world of the living dead in... 

Transylvanian 
Tower 

A spectacular 3-D maze adventure 

for the 48K Spectrum only £6.50 

“Enthralling and addictive”... Popular Computing Weekly 

“Addictive”... Sinclair user 

Now available from W. H. Smith* 

we A slit 

Phone 0628 21107 for instant credit card orders 
Richard Shepherd Software, Freepost, Maidenhead, Berks SL6 SBY. 

Dealer enquiries welcome  * Selected computer branches only 
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Vic PROGRAMMING 

Most VIC owners who write their 
arcade type games in Basic 
‘know how slow and limited 

Basic is when programming 
sound effects 

The programs here offer a 
way of producing a very wide 
range of sound effects at great 
speed. 

robably the most common 
type of sound generating routine 
is of ths form: 

10 POKE 36878, VOL 
20 FOR FR = ‘SF TO FF 
STEP DF 
30 POKE SR, FR 
40 FOR I = 10 DE 
NEXT | 
$0 NEXT FR 
@ POKE 36878,0 

The routine plays a sequence 
of notes on voice SR, starting at 
frequency SF and finishing at FF 
with an increment or decrement 
‘of DF. This routine is both slow 
‘and consequently inflexible 

The machine code routines 
siven are essentially the same as 
the above routine but with an ad 
ded ‘off period delay’. This 
fenables the user to specify the 

me that the note is on and the 
me thatthe note is off 

The ratio of these two 
periods is generally called the 
‘mark-space’, ratio. This ati 
hhas a significant effect on the 

nal quality ofthe sound and its 
volume, 

Listing 1 gives a basic loader 
for the routines. They can be 
located at any area of free RAM 
starting at address SA. 

The first routine at address 
(SA+ 12) gives a falling sequence 
‘of notes and the routine at 
(SA+86) a rising sequence. Both 
routines use a set of memory 

How does your VIC sound? 
ee) 

locations in the cassette buffer for 

approximately: Time = Coarse 
Looking for faster sound pierre say 

effects for arcade games? Allen | ©! 0 ond: If the fine setting is 199 then 
Webb offers some speedy coarse setting will specify the 

advice delay in milliseconds, The maxi 
mum delay possible is roughly a 

third of a second, 
parameters. These locations are nce stored, these values re The start and finish fre 

‘840: Delay fine adjustment | main unchanged so that the tone | quency and the increment should 
841: OFF period delay reeds only a sys call to play it. | be specified so thatthe increment 
842: On period delay The on or of delays are con- | is a whole fraction of the fre 
844; Frequency increment or | trolled by locations 840,841 and | quency range, such as 
decrement ‘841 and 842 are coarse ad- | Start 150, finish 100, increment 
845: Finish frequency justments and 840 the fine adjust- | 10 or Start 97, finish 130, incre 
846: Start frequency ment ment 3, 

Tisting 1 — sound demonstration routine 
200,289,202,200,247 
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If thisis not true —e.g. start | 29° SA=1024 2PoKESs0, 100 sPOKESS: -255 :POKEO42.255 :POKESSS.225 1POKES4S 290 1POKES4S 
o,f 10 nen $—| ow eure ace wari = 1 SING SOUOCE ITH RECO OX PERCE 
mo ie te aie “tal beia'he dase| Sa RMR Saconatention Ings | 440 Svssnees sSvssReee NEXT 

5 patos ‘358 FoRc=i Toss sPonEos0 . PEEK 940)~1 1S¥SSRCS5 NEXT. 270-360. This should clarify the ] co porceso. 160 sPoxeosi -0sPOxEDS2 ,2=5 :POrES46 225 #POKES4S,250 1POKES44.1 
use of the routines. 78 PRINT-2W0 OFF PERIOD WISIN SEQUENCE WITH REDUCING ON PERIOD" 

Seo For=ito2s 
Conversion hints 30 Poxees2 PEEK c942)-10 S00 Syssneas rSvSSACOE IMEXT 

Ste Foret Toss orces0 ,PEEX840)-1 1SYSSA+86 NEXT 
Since the routines are in machine | 328 PRINT"i0 OFF PERIGO wrth SEOUENCE UITH 5 MILLISEC oH PERIOD” 

350 Poxtosd, 100 sPorEo42, 10 :POKEOSI-@ ;POrEOSE 290 sPOKES4S,200;POKED44,1, 
‘code they should, in theory, be] Sq Font=11030ssvSshes2 NEXT usable in any machine with a] S29 print-cwo oF PeRtOO 45 MO 646 SET FOR A FALLINO SEQUENCE BUT 
{6502 chip. They do, however, use Jpurveo. 
the specific sound registers in the | 368 PRINT“AS RIstNG  sEoUENCE™ i '5?0 POKEDSO. 100 :PORESS2. 1 POREOSI -OsPONES46,.230 POKES4S,200 1POKERS4,1 
AAC and these, would, TeQuite | Soo FOR. =1TO30 1svssnees NEXT ‘alteration for other machines. A. 
source code listing is included for 
interested readers. 

cone ee 
Lines Loe cove une cose & 20 soa oo 12 901 9000 vic sowo errects | case te 12 eez Sone est oo ours {8009 S000 cose 8 90 ‘004 Soo oes S008 S00 cos S80¢ 300 Sess oor 1200 Sess eee 100 cos? 2009 1200 Sess Sore i200 cose o Bit i300 Seco Sei2 100 cect 8013 1300 oes Seis 1300 Se S013 i300 See o Seis 1200 Sees & Soir 1z00 ne 00 Soce bd S018 i202 he 48 02 cee? % Sees Ses us Se core mt sc 02 core Ses cera By Sore a oa sors oe Se core Shes oor to core oo az core 3 es Seco oe eet 80 12 2 & me & 20 fee oo is 

bee oo ure oer 9 0 See po oo cost 
cess me sess toe 

Treo VALLE Conese e000 extcpowm 1200 Foo Soo cee ot ies Ge izes fase Serve aed Sroe. eoun tase Sree Goa Soe Seer Scr 
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FOR THE 

sornwane EILJ(F 
ska MICRO. 

SPECIAL Serer 1.DEMON Machine Code Monitor COLOUR/DRAGON carte £18.95 ‘x tomlce stem far entering machine code propia’, as Fevewed in 
Popaat Computing Weekly Val? Nos ~ “easy owe. a well tol resonaby posed ‘Now for Tay Colo omer a8 wel! 
2DECODEMschine Code COLOUR/DRAGON cartridge £18.40 Arvadge sould sve Soo 2 soul fortune! DECODE comvers TANDY COLOR BASIC programs to DRAGON BASIC and vice vera us oat ‘TANDY tape on your DRAGON, or 2 DRAGON tape on jout TANDY COLOR, and sun DECODE to conver the program iat he Sher BASIC! {Prove # works — conver Back ayaa!) Now al you COLOR computer ‘Sener cam take advantage of al that avely DRAGON softmare! Inodacton eke 

‘apkngs, Dons tr basen, Reeanng SOCAN. pee pao we So A. DASM Machine Coe “DRAGON care £18.95 petal pelbarey les ‘ites meet fr he DRAGON Comput, Ae uacmete 
FREES ce ces coments pei node ‘etre BASIC mode and canbe intermined wilh BASIC atten. Use 

cme tale paces me saa €buleves bce, EASE sete sada tae cing cre ne anda pena 
Soames on “Stay ts a mpson become mre a 2 tring new commana A sophia product for # demanding ta 

(Greatbie mid rch 198) 
FRUIT MACHINE 220). Cassetat9 90 Die SSPACERACEMachine Code COLOR/DRAGON cared £18.98 Frosty te ow nt rhe one ara Ts aga as remo rs 
= GAMBLE’ rowrg fous rout pos ard tard ec, Action packed arcade same. Case around the wack deroying border of ‘ican natch out forthe mins! Uses keyboard or Jack Ssh lve, High reolton raph, sound. AdSitive! 

S.CTREKBASIC ‘COLOR/DRAGON cxstte.98 
Scperapacendenre game, gapnicrand sound, estoy the Ksgors bere they pet you, Rea ine operation (0 tt fore). 

IRvADERS (2x) 8 Oise ‘DESERT GOLFBASIC. COLOR/DRAGON ——_cametet7.98 Sir snd a ae ape epee es mace fir resusce dupa sd god sound ete 
Rreice fee res tal eee Sore (oI 0-4 2.PORERHASIC ‘COLOR/DRAGON camenet.98 
Seon wot sor oaceae om Fat asin, ete graphic sdsound acne cod asin or ped? 

‘SPACE PGNTER (2n) “ths Coeet/9.9 Oe CPIRATESAHOYHASIC COLOR/DRAGON — cawcte £7.98 ed us eases Por DEMOED a SCRAMLE S08 Seradventare game. Sov the purses to find allie treasure —"ahsore 
‘BOOKS pac eer Grn, emer Von, Toeoe, age, 6 at Leventhal — 6809 Asemtiy Programming £12.10(949 0) 

Authorised Durbar for Specrl nc, USA, TSC Ine USA, CSCI USA WE PAY 25% ROYALTIES FOR WGN GOALITY. Panne a sapgor oso AB = WAT oie Theroducory ofer ~ ony three BASIC pames for £1998 
(Onder by ACCESS/VISA or cheque by telephone oF post. 24 hour ‘seerphume serve 

COMPUSENSE LTD 
‘Telephone: 01-882-0681/6936 

P.O. Box 169, 286d Green Lanes, 
Palmers Green, London N13 SXA__ Ncw) 

Bramhope, Leeds. 
Tel: 0532 842714 

SUPERIOR SOFTWARE 
Dept.Hcws 
69 Leeds Road, 

FORTH FOR 
THE DRAGON 32 

‘DRAGONFORTH is an implementation of Fig-FORTH for the ‘DRAGON 32 
‘microcomputer But wih a afTerence 
‘As well a the enormous power ofthe FORTH language, DRAGONFORTH can also 

‘execute BASIC statements. This combines the supers DRAGON sound, graphics and 
\Gommands wit the emendous speed ol FORTH to produce an unparaleled hybrid You can write a whole program in BASIC of a whole program in FORTH or any 

not already convinced send £2.80 for the 60-page manual (redeemable agains fist order 

‘DRAGONFORTH is professionally packaged, sensibly priced, guaranteed fore and wil 
‘be despatched by return complete wih ree demonstration graphics program. 

AUTHORS: Oasis Software will market high quality programs you wrt in ‘DRAGONFORTH 
We pay a lump sum on acceptance and a generous royally. Let's hear from you! 
OASIS SOFTWARE, LOWER NORTH STREET, CHEDDAR, 

SOMERSET. Telephone 0934-515265. 

£18-95 
INC, P&P AND VAT. 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
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Is your Atari the GT model? 

More hidden features of the Atari 
exposed by Marc Freebury. This 
week: extra graphics modes and 

Mii 

how to use them 

Atari computers are without 
‘doubt versatile. Their graphics 
‘and sound are the envy of many 
— but how do you use them? 

In documentation, the 
Atari fails itself. From the 
manuals, you might perhaps 
Tearn that the Atari has three 
major support chips, taking a 
lot of the work from the CPU. 

One is called POKEY, and. 
handles the sound generation, 
the paddles, joysticks and 
‘general input/output. ANTIC 
is dedicated to the TV display, 
‘and feeds information to the 
third chip, CTIA. 

CTIA sends the signal that 
reaches your TV, What the 
manuals “do not say is that 
British Ataris don’t have CTIA, 
but an upgrade called GTIA. 
The replacement chip allows 
three extra graphics modes that 
fare modes 9, 10 and 11 in Basic 

The three modes have a 
strange format — 80 horizontal 
pixels by 192 vertical. The dif- 
ferences between the modes are 
listed below: 

displays the default colours, the 
normal Atari colours. The 
formation for each colour is 
usually stored in a Colour 
Register. These registers exist at 
memory locations 704 to 712 
and hold the information on 
‘each colour in the form 

16sLuminance + Colour 
Each mode dedicates one register 
to the background in some way. 
The registers available and the 
‘ones chosen for background vary 
from mode to mode. In graphics 
mode 9, Colour Register 4is the 
background register. So the com 
mand 
SETCOLOR 4,0,0 

and 
Poke 712,0 (Luminance 0, 

Colour 0 — 016+0=0) 

fare the same, Wait a minute, 
though. Didn't I just say the col 
‘our registers began at location 
704? Surely register 707 isthe one 

mode colours 
9 1 
0 9 

16 

Tuminances resolution 
16 Sox192 
16 Sox192 
1 80x192 

To make sure your Atari is 
equipped with GTIA, try this 
program in Basi: 

10 GRAPHICS 9 
20 GOTO 20 

If the screen goes black and 
stays black, you have GTIA. 
So, now you have it, what can 
you do with it? Try this simple 
program: 

10 FOR 1=1 TO 15 
20 COLOR 1 
30 PLOT I 48,0: DRAWTO 

143, 191 
40 NEXT I 
50. GOTO $0 

Don't forget — the first line 
should be something like $ 
GRAPHICS 11. This works 
well for graphics mode 11 and 

we want? No, and this why I've 
brought in the idea of colour 
registers 

Registers 704 t0 707 cannot 
be reached by the SETCOLOR 
command. So, when you use 
mode 10, with 9 colours, you 
have to be prepared to do a bit 
of work with Poke. Try this: 

10 GRAPHICS 10 
20FOR 1=0T0 8 
30 POKE 704+1, 116+5 
40 COLOR 
50 PLOT 149, 191, 

DRAWTO 40,0 
NEXT I 
70 GOTO 70 

As you can see, this screen for 
‘mat does not give a particularly 
‘good vertical resolution. If you 
change a register, everything 
drawn with that register is also 

This allows 
some very interesting possiblities. 

‘What if we cyte the colours 
through the registers with a sins 
ple loop? Modify the above pro- 

110 POKE 712,A 
120 GOTO 70 

changed on-screen. 

The screen now gives a sort of 
spinning top effect. This could be 

‘gram as follows: developed further to give some 
10 A= PEEKOS), quick and easy sereen animation. 
80 FOR 1=708 TO 712 Finally, here is a table of the 
90 POKE 1-1, PEEK) | graphics modes and the registers 
100 NEXT I they use, 

mode register notes 
0 710 background (always COLOR 0) 

712 border 
70 text luminance 

1&2 708 normal text colour 
709 lower case colour 
710 reverse field colour 
712 border & background 

3.5&7 708 COLOR 
709 COLOK2 
710 COLOR 3 
712 border & background 

4&6 708 COLOR 
712 border & background 

8 709 luminance of Colour 1 (colour taken from 
background) 
background 
border 

9 712 colour for background & border. COLOR 
varies luminance of colour plotted (same as 
background) 

10 background & border 
0S COLOR | 

706 COLOR 2 
Jo COLOR3 
708 COLOR 4 
709 COLOR $ 
710 COLOR 6 
7 COLOR 7 
712 COLORS 

luminance for background & border. 
COLOR varies colour plotted (same 
luminance as background). 
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Delaying 
tactics of micro 
firms A 

Charing Cross  LOMGOM | our ary has recent invested In your first issue, Henry 
Budgett, editor of Computing] WC2H We cannot answer | ins sharp MZ-A0A, Sharp ‘twin 
Today, suggests that the micro queries on this page disk drive and an NEC printer, 
industry needs a code of practice mainly for use in our small 
to eliminate, oF at least, reduce, newsagents’ business. 
the numberof bags ‘in aew ‘We would tke 10 be able to Before beng offered |. Ob = se feport in a| Orcas detor, Peter Hardin | pia garnes nit 10, but NO Mat 
the public Va sure that al en ee ae cream | “pectame, Compuins Meek: | tr how hard 1 lok for arcade. 
thus wil ape wh ie. | "Taos ber tan Scrum: | peg machin en ep eae | OE, ROE te cer “Another aspect of commerce | SL net dese ig magazines, can't find any’ for 
in general, andthe micro industry | 8, OSt0be" — 13 weeks since | computing. until we get more | ihe N17-80A. in parlr, wih req | teste Spetram: il no sn | 16k we haw afd casomerse | Doc anyone ee ow there 
looking into isthe practice of sen- | S° WHE al cancel order, Trea i ak: becomes | ON & Sharp computer? Please, 

doe more fr wot | apie al re Or: | aa cutee i aed | Mee oS CCoatirmation of order receive. | they want to purchase the 48x | EB ee SD ths for delery. Delivery date given as third week | or doo staght swap. The ques ‘When an advertisement states nee in January. ‘sent by return of post’ or ‘please | 1 paca! 
allow twenty eight days for], 22 Ostober — Spect 
delivery’, and the weeks go by, | "*s nd the weeks, go by. | 25 October — Return Spec- tempers ire not he on MESS | ry tepid 4 Bulletin boards 

; ‘refund on credit card, band together How much, 1 wonder, has 
been added 10 the orginal cost of | January February — se four 
the maching by pone calls and | SOE re 
writing letters? How much, 1] M8 Lats ed 
‘wonder, has been added to the | Sime only two colours are 
original amount sitting in the Lager ~orelitradiivad 
manufacturers account? Orie/Tang ce id 

I we take any recent new | OreTangerine. | 
micro, put the average cost as | 14, —— “Gclag. col 
£100 and assume 1000 customers | Tangerine rearding display col 
‘sent for it in the first wek (not | OU" and, 
unrealistic figures), that's | “Tubbs”. Ako. query deinety 
£100,000 siting n someone's ac | 88 OF now nears three weeks 

Mia ne some in| Hai be ese hee the 
of bureau 10. which orders are 
sent, This would hold the money | -y, Faineny TA —p Eee, angering reearding delivery and forward the order to the | TAReetingreearding delivery 
manufacturer, and only forward | date, Told I should res 
the money ‘on receipt Of a ee ne et edition 

Etstomer. Rung costs woud | of Home Computing, Wee 
probably come out of the in- ord pestclaenglor peer pin 
ferest, and, who knows? maybe | Fad Probl an et one peal A ad ss ep © configured tothe same san: 

that 48K Oris are beng depar-| GEMMES PMY | Gri This ie tad rac = 300; 
ched in fiew of 16K a, ‘Congratulations on your first | word length =7; stop =k : coun | NE" was implied on 7] fue. I think the contact ad-| party = even, 

R.G. Bennett, Rotherham, South | February that the delivery pro-| dresses at the end of each article Two methods of file transmis- 
Yorks. bblems were with the 48K model | are a good idea. sion will be available. Firstly stan- 

only: and that people ordering |" in fact 1 am using one of | dard ASCII, and sx 
(MMS | 16k. chines ard receising 8K | hem right now to get in touch | Direct Transfer using Ward 

machines wil be able hep the | with Hales abou ther Entx 200 | Chrstensen's MODEM protocol, 

With reference 10 the article on 
bulletin boards in Home Com> 
uuting Weekly, the following 
boards have now joined together 
to form the Assoziation of Free 
Public Access Systems (AFPAS), 

‘AFPAS has no commercial 
axe to grind, Our aim is simply 0 
help the hobbyist in the use of 
‘computer communications and t0 
standardise computer protocols, 

‘Member bulletin boards in- 
clude Forum-80 Hull (0882 
859169), Mailbox-80 Liverpool 
(051-220 7933), TBBS London 
(01-348 6518), Forum-80/Met 80 
(0908 613004), CBBS London 
(01-399 8530), North East 
Remote CP/M’ (0207 32447), 
ACC (0865 721180), and Bet: 
tersfield (closed until uly). 

Since the beginning of this 

My calendar ‘48K machines ata reduced price. | Piggyback for the Atari 2600] which allows easy error-free file 
of Here am, stil waiting for my | games machine, transfer between most types of dismay 48K Oric 21 weeks after ordering | Since I already have a ZX81, 1] micros, 
| have just bought the first copy | it, and still expected to pay the | wondered whether it was worth | The MODEM or XMODEM 
of your magazine, and would like | full price. ‘upgrading my 2600 for use as a } program for this is available free 
{to add my observations to those | If I hadn't just purchased a | second home computer. Would it | of charge from the CP/M user 
of C. Luke (letters page), regar- 
ding his problems with Oric Pro- 

‘Smith ‘computer compati- | be better to stick to my original | group library, or from any casette recorder, 1 would | plan of buying a BBC Model B as | bulletin board. 
ducts, ‘probably cancel my order for the | my second machine? 1 will send further informa 
‘The sequence of events is as | Oric and buy a Commodore 64.] Can any of your readers tel | tion to any interested readers on 

follows: But I don't want to get yet it 
July 12 last year — order | another recorder. 2 

‘Spectrum, Ad. Lenton, Poole, Dorset | C.N. Hurst, Felitstome, Suffolk | Lane, Hull HU6 8AG. 
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16 K 
2X - 81 
HIGH 

RESOLUTION 
192 x 256 

ACTUAL SCREEN DISPLAY 

The Tool Box has 8 Hi-Res Commands including 
PRINT, PLOT, INVERT, HI RES SAVE + Hi RES LOAD 

There is an extensive, easy to follow manual, illustrated with program examples. on tape as 
well as the toolbox are two demonstration programs, ‘sine waves’ and the "3D Exponential 
Graph” (seen above) which make it easier for you to master the simple principles of Hi-Res 
programming 

ONLY £5.95 
Available from JOHN MENZIES & PRISM MICROPRODUCTS Dealers. If you can't 

find a copy send a cheque or P.O. to. 

C.R.L. Dept PCT 
140 WHITECHAPEL ROAD, LONDON E1 

or TELEPHONE 01-247 9004 DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
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Help the PoWs 

Your task is to help four 
prisoners of war exape from! from the infamous PoW castle 
Coldit. My program runs in less 
than 8K on old and new ROM. 
PETS/CBMs. 

You are presented with a 
plan view of the castle and the 
first PoW is placed in the centre 
Of the interior courtyard, 

‘A Reverse field R indicates a 
position in the wall where a rope, 
if the PoW has one, ean be used 
to climb over, 

‘Similarly, a reverse field K 
indicates a door, for which a key 
Isnceded. After ieaving the court- 
yard you have to make your way 
{oa “semi-block’ where you have 
{o hand in important documents. 
Failure to do so means instant 
death, 

5 Uno. 
10 FoRn=1T040 
20 pRinT”a" 30 PRINT"2"TAO<14)" ac0L0} 
40 PRINT sPRINTTABC IG) "MGB SDJH. wr 
85 PRINT*ZaaMHON fiw OERHANS? 1-9)" 
86 OE TUE rIFUE=" “THENOS 
GP Usvre cU8> + FU“OORUD 9THENOS 
89 Heowwinves) even 
91 FORK=1TO4 sR K=O: 
22 Re@an=OiPrOrs= 
93 Ne93100 54 PoxE33204 40 1POKEI0404 
140 PRINT*™@N00000 00000 000008" 

BogRRSO| pommscomMScoMMDCCOG | (= | SIS IFPEEKcH 
tboooer oocoe 

re ee ei 
Colditz...the name alone is 

enough to strike terror in the 
heart. Duncan Willis challenges 

you to make an escape bi 

PRINTTROC 5)" maDON PRINTINOG4>" = 
PRINTTAOC 34) me ICE=a PRINTTAGC34) 

12. EXT 

POKEII904 40 

200 HOGG oot 520 IFPeEr 

You move using the 2, 4, 6, 
and 8 keys and to obtain a piece 
Cf rope move onto the $. For a 
ey move onto a § and for 
documents move onto a reverse 
field 

‘At the beginning of your go 
a random dice score is shown in 
the top right hand corner of the 
sereen. After you have moved the 
indicated number of times, the 
German officer — the computer 
— takes his go, 
‘A certain number of guards 

will be placed randomly in the 
courtyard and if you are in a two 
block vicinity you are put in the 
cells. Once there you stay there. 
You can decide how many Ger- 
‘mans you want at the beginning 
of the game. 

PRINT TR@C29 avours * 

PEEKCH>s182THEN S000 
PERCH oi 7OTMEN 5508 

Sos IFPEEKCH) O67 THEN@V=N-D16OTO42E 
sso 87 

F—“socoooce ft L u Sho Poxesaee Kas sPoKe 32404 R648 
ooessoees0c000 | SPOKE SaS24,,S040sPOREII0“4-H 

poooo L} | L_j= s79 mexrc 
2000 F900 B5IOG00O" 568 Coros000 

fpoo foocooe0000 POGO TT om S20 Next fboo pooesoooneect To S00 Tre4THENT20 
oooo wr nosso | | 8 re CERIN. HOH * 250 PRINT“m_ po [00a pooceccr oe |__|. 0: MTMEY CAUGHT "4-HPRISONERS 

gee Print | rol woe BOGE | | coo" igri ESCAPE OFFICER MANROEO TO GET*H 
310 PRINT” | SN eo | Ben cure] 620 PRINT-MPRISOMERS OUT OF BCOLDITZ CASTLE. @ 320 PRINT™ L er 1 oo Sao Printt-mewoTHEr cave? cv" 
350 PRint= ESI! ° 650 cetorsiros= 
Bat PoKE22996, 195 :PeKE S236, 13 

Seo corocse 
bag Ponesai26, 142 :Poxesaz3e 147 Ese Peint=gr TheCa)"THwWacvOU FOR PLAVING 

350 FoRv=0Toy sPOKEUCY>.. 360 GeINTeceRNOCI +> 
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738 coTos4e 
1@00 REM ROPE ROUTINE 
1e10 IFR-OTHENIO7e 
1920 OR HeG2941 OF Me32945, 

/SOTHENR=-40 00701850 
THENRI=—1 260701059 

Trie33597 OR M=33544THENRI 40 
POLEN-D,67 stetiePt sPOKEM 199 8=R-1 

1990 
1940 
1050 
1060 
1970 
2000, 
2005 

Ey CARD. ROUTINE 
TFR>2THENSO40 
Keke POKES: 
goTos49 
REN ROPE CARD ROUTINE 
TFROATHENAOIO ReRei POFESS404 
ooTos40. REN MAN HOME ROUTINE 
TPSOTHENSOI0 

THATS ANOTHER ONE OUT.” 
‘OF YOUR HEN HAVE™ 

"Ma" ESCAPED FROM COLDITZ. "® 
"MUPRESS AAV KEY TO CONTINUE." 

=" THENSOR4 
'g" 10070590 

PRINT"QORRY,DUT YOU HAVE TRIED TO ESCAPE 
WILTHOUT THE CORRECT” 9 

PRINT" OOCUNENTS ANO HAVE HBEEN SHOT AS A SPY. 
PRINT*MMAPRESS AIFY KEY TO CONTINUE. 

THENSOC® 

‘s300 REN DOCUMENTS ROUTINE 
Sete IFse1 THENSSSe 
5520 Sei sPOKESS524.<S+49) 
3598 coTos4e 
000 REN 
Seo! PRINT™ Er TAG<S2>"aDERNANSEY 
S002 PRINTTABCSS) “maDOe 

PRINTIREC 4" 
texts 
Fort=1TOU 
BeINT<2eeRNOC3 +3) 

NTC 19eRNDC LD 
na276as cael +H 
Pore. 125 
ForT=6-a2700-26 
TPPEEK CT =193THENGOTO7OOO 

vextT 
Tro=nTHENGOTO7eOe 
Fort-oraeToosa2 
IFPEEK CT )=193THENOOTOTOOS 

coTo1s8 
Pori=1To10 
TanealsTi=ne39 
PORET-160sPORET#1,1604POKET#2, 160 
POREM- 1 160:POKEM- 160 sPOREN¢1 -168 
PORETI, 16OsPOETS¢1-160:POKETI #2160 
FORF=17O10 sMEXTF 
PORET -229POKET+1 921 
POREN- 1-32 sPOKEN, 
PORET! 22 sPOKETI+1 
FORF=17010sNEXTF 
nexTn 
POres9191+¥ 209 sFORT=1 T0808 1MEXTI 
Ucvoea3191 + 1¥a¥1 10070520 

OKET+2-92 
OKEMe 32 
APORET: 

Aseries of programming books specially written 
general introduction that summarises all of the 

assembly language etc. 
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES FOR 
MICROS 
Garry Marshall 
‘© Sample programs for each language @ Useful to 
‘students of computer programming, personal computer 
‘enthusiasts, as well as potential users in industry and in 
business. 
(0406011858 196 pages £5.95 January 1963 Softcover 

BASIC FOR MICROS 
Jeff Maynard 
' Introduction tothe fundamentals of programming 
and BASIC for popular microcomputer systems. 
aspect of BASIC and its uses is explained by example. 
Itis not necessary to own a microcomputer to benefit 
from the book, but the reader who has one can derive 
ational enjoyment from running the programs ited 
inthe text. 
(0408012242 128 pages £5.95 February 1963 Softcover 

L 

NEWNES PROGRAMMING BOOKS 

and three cover BASIC and Pascal and later books will deal with COBOL, FORTRAN, FORTH, 

formicro.users. The first book in the series isa 
commonly used micro languages. Books two 

PASCAL FOR MICROS Wike James 
‘Specially written for the first time user of Pascal @ 

‘Sets out to teach you how to write your own Pascal 
programs for your microcomputer. A survey of the 
‘versions of Pascal available on different micros is 
included and attention is paid to their special features: 
throughout the book. 
(0408012498 178 pages £5.95 February 1983 Softcover 

ALSO OF INTEREST 
NEWNES BOOK OF PERSONAL 
COMPUTING Ecited by Philip Chapman 
Whether you are interested in personal computing tor 
‘education, business or pleasure — or whether you 
‘simply want to know what all the fuss is about! — 
‘Newnes Book of Personal Computing will lead you 

ntly through the micro minefield. 
he book has been specially written for those with no 
previous technical knowledge and introduces you toall 
‘aspects of the fascinating world of personal computing 
ina friendly and readable way. 
(0408 013206 128 pages £695 March 1983 Softcover 

Newnes Technical Boole: 
Borough Green, Sevenoaks, Kent TNIS 8BR 

‘ORDER FROM YOUR LOCAL BOOKSELLER 
catalogue giving detals of all our computer titles is now 
available. Send for your copy — no stamp needed if mailing 
from within the UK. Hols 
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SIR COMPUTERS LTD — CARDIFF 
Agents for Acorn, BBC and TORCH Computers 

inputers ToRCH cF200 £2795.00 (ex VAT) 
BB eeicrccoiea The isan extension of he BBC microcomputer /Torch disc pack 

tsv0.00  Zasresmaie masnge unt The compe coiane a 83 
ed pengeralprocescarconnectestothe mas 80 compul 1208 £398.00 SGuald= 400K anc crveas describes above a gh resolution Model 8 with disc interface £508.00 Efarecer) ‘cols mantor anda conpice. Bris Teen 

Single 100K disc drive. ‘i £248.00 Spproved 1200 baud mage iti he only merocomputer which 
Dual 2 = 100K disc arve. CONIIIITSaa.ga RE ‘been grantea permssion fr a recon To the Pubic 
‘The disc manual and ublies di ve Bain included Smsched Fetepnone Network Both in the’ UK and the United 
Disc interface for the BBC Micro States 
Kites £95.00 we ‘ The TORCH can communicate fer ect wim ancner TORCH 
parade’ of BC Kade’ Ata. ese $90.00 Gateway facet of Presiel ks posse tor ne TORCH to access Punno ttprone fr uptodate rioron on Presi Teletext.” taal stbutes tones towed ty pve erenasions on pooch symone, second pressor, et bse onabave syste Tn teibosticnayol Pose aio wos freuse of eccrone mat TORCH Computers TORCH CH240/10 As wove but wth» 10 MB hard dite div 
2:80 isc Pack for he BBC Microcomputer 1895.00 PERIPHERALS. 
Under BBC BASIC oF fer 
Using the wide range of CP Msoltware availabe or business an 

processing ‘sppicatons The trmware supped wih the 
We allows switching between BASIC and CPN. a powerhy 

‘porating system developed Wom CP/M 22 
Inaction 1 he sc pack a second processors supped Tiss 
13 Z-80A win ts own 64K RAM cara. communcaing wih the 
shan nine BBC computer twough ine Tube Typcaly The 
Speed of execution of programs under the twin-processor System 
IP inctonsed by up to 80% compared win a conventona! single. brocessor computer A twa processor, the 16 bt 68000, 
Soy be avaiable 

Audiogenic Ltd, manufacturers and distributors of cassette and 

cartridge programs for the VIC, Dragon and Atari home computers. 

Available direct or via the Nationwide dealer network. 
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DONTMISSTHIS 
[a INCREDIBLE OFFER! 

PROGRAMS FOR THE DRAGON 32 

YES, 50 GAMES! (ss: ol FOR YOUR MICRO 

LYNX PROGRAMS 

GEM SOFTWARE 
UNIT 0, THE MALTINGS, 6AWBRIOGEWORTH. HERTS. Telephone: (0279) 723867 c™ 

iE for the small computer 

For full colour catalogue, clip coupon and return to: 

Audiogenic Ltd, PO Box 88, Reading, Berks. 
(Tel: 0734 586334) 
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it yu ms el hn 90 ol of ods he il and 
wt oc | PEIGNRCE YOUR ses vs 
Jour Gates ie so jeccnpe er oops ne i Ny DOMAC pas Spats 2p sitepmni tcc! MUCAGeE WICK esses 
jee miee nats a yee toe ec Phas ss show in 0 fi ps 

DOMAC wil tep_one a ZX jam DOMAC, shoul fad 

—— | ve baal owed ri DOMAC wi 
adjustments for any unexpected peas your bank manager display the program “menu”. 
items, The program then works happy with this financial Entering C produces the quarterly 

plannin out monthly, quarterly and displays, and you can selec the 
curmulative totals, gives you the beat fy FrOM GEOFGE | Guin you want. G gives you the 
pre-pay balance this s the one to idwin choice of the two graphs, and Q 
keep above your bank’s allows you to quit if, for example, 
‘minimum for charges!), Your you want to alter the program, 
after-pay balance, and the yearly Y¥startsthe New Year routine, 
balance which tells you whether | amount you spent each month | display is first shown, the ques: | which allows the quarterly data to 
you have made a profit or los on | (Figure 3). tion "ANY CHANGES? (Y/N)" | bereviewed and altered forthe next 
the year. Figure 1 shows you | You will probably want to | appears on screen. Entering Y | yeas. And Smust beused when you 
‘what the quarterly display looks | change your budget quite often, | produces a marker dot which can J have finished, to ensure that the 
like. You ean also wse the pro- | updating it for actual costs or } be moved around the screen until | program is saved complete with 
gram to show you a bar chart of | modifying it to try out different | itis against the item you want to | new data for use next time. Iti & 
‘Your total annual expenditure on | spending plans. Domac lets you | change. Press C for change and | goodideato keepabackupcopy on 
ach item (Figure 2) or of the | do just that, When a quarte’s | type in the new amount, and in a | a separate tape, 

igor 1 The quarter dopay Figure 3. Amount spent per month 

ITE va FEB MAR TOT 92TQT | nonTHLY ACCOUNTS GRAPH - 2 
RORY. 188 G85 225 369" isss 2 bs bias 
Bares a 68S Sis 
PHONE @ = 4 SSH 188 
Elec; @ 82 9 88 308 
Sas’ 8 & G10 iio Ber 
a ee Ree eee 793 
S88 Yse Se Se 300 338 
nM. 6 8. 8 § 5: 
HOLS. 6 foe 8 eo 659 
806s: 2. o 30 38 iss xuas' 8 8 88 123 Hiss. is 309 30 Ss 258 
Garo” 136 22 Ss i529 739 
SAG8. S89 @ 8a 415  iSie 
Tara 448° 433° 1586 347 poet 118 195 BAY $32 $57 1954 7404 fous S** 3°" i80* ise’ 

ut Py a 

TOTAL SFEND a 
2 PRINT 1.2." NEXT TIME, USE Bggero tee"*"F6 “START THE PROG 

Ie you wrsy NEG 
cant 

TOTAL SPEND FOR 1982 
SERCENT © eae 
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cone ERIga saa ES ace ty aS EES 
rf = 3338 2958 $2°2287Be rere Tew coro 2 [858 B8iGr!@Pren pencenrace oF 7 
S80 pair ar £52 tt aH 2228 PRINT AT 26,Sein-5) 3 

‘teed PRINT AT 16,5¢@(M-S) +6;A(15, 5: 

2730 PRINT AT I.21;" » 3 NT BE EB oz wi S358" con =e, 70.) 
2538 BRIT Bt 8-220 Aas a> 3g8 Rea ate 
2770 PRINT AT te fod 3580 PRINT AT 1: 2328 Beat aE 388.58 2388 BRINT Bt sBte ax 2288 BRENT Br 2528 FOR G=8 Ti seae 
2820 PRINT 17,GeS+6; % 3538. PRINT 
S838 BRET BE RTSBEEISsAcse Seo | SELENE 148 BSE PRINT BT BE°EISIS! aiao sear | SeS6 ROR NESE To, SietMT tacoen cz oes REL es rhe te SESS Seer oer ot eese ase’ Ber’' a” 
2858 BRANT BT 32:28 Acas,i7» 353 Nec Y 2988 BRIT AT rea, sects) +6," 88 BRIT py 20.9; "Cory? tym) 
goie PRINT AT rea,sein-srsesncr, | 398° THEN PRINT AT. 20, 

eels se epee S299 PRINT GT 32-3810 2p) 2 ir Seay: THEN GORY aeay 
Zgs8 PRINT AT Et3; . S THEN GOTO S860 3538 BRIT Bia s RisgteN Sess REEP an 
2960 GOTO 2610 ° 

BEER By -uRPOE Enon a» seis 
8 BENT “PapeCENT RCE, gpeno” | 2288 by ad % mM NEU YEAR ROUTINE SS Retr ue 2888 Beli MEHeU SEAR UREUE nour 

IF Us="P" THEN GoTo 3430 . "THEN GOTO 3000 HONTHLY ACCOUNTS GR | 3220p 

Nea, 
4016"SRINT “1 ~ THES ROUT PReetous oaTat.. 

‘Té’ PROC 

THEN CLS 
THEN GOTO 100 Wal Yara) 

wn DUDDVUD DZ: 
DDLDOD Di: Go 

@ PRINT AT N, 
O NEXT N 
@ FOR N=® TO INT ((ACA7.M) +AC 
3} 428) 7502-2 
Blot dense, a0 NEXT N FOR NS@ TO INT (1A (45,1) +28 
PLOT 44H+9,204N NEXT N FOR N=15 TO 27-INT ((ACas.H 8) 7300) STEP — PRINT AT N, 2eM4S; “m" a NEXT Ni 8 TE BCA6,) (20 THEN PRINT AT 

BEE" ar 22.as-copy> cron” 
oRPUT eas “ 6332 REN “SAVE” ROUTINE 

THEN Print AT 22, | 3008 PRINT BT 26,9; "START RECORD 
g="¥" THEN copy 3="y" THEN GoTo 990, 

0 TARR ROEM" Jou NenUBAasDDS 8: Pic ed 
gogue tesco 
BRINT “NEW YEAR ROUTINE COM DhPh PRPBAPRRPERD & bo Bebepeoeein oF 3 : Z 

FOIE SRCO HIRE 

oas0s Sass. 

Gi 

Rosoureoua wou 
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"Age PRINT AT 9/5)/"Wnz0H FuNoTz0 
183 GERD oF i ERE aE ee ona gr ies) ~veneu venn" iS SGN OF #8 HE Fence men coro eos i = THER See 3858 O" THEN 3" THEN GoTo Seoe y $28 Ie US73%)-"Patn coro ses. 388 dor8*s808 $88 Ren? SSB ay can easy oor) 3890,PRint "unten GoARTER? THOS) 

S680 i828, 2 ND O8<2"2" AND aged A PRGA BorB Ne 
$850 ox i838 & 
#088 «3 1088 ‘Bi 
SRE 4a eHias* 138 #6 § 7828 Beit Br 2e%n, iss Bainr AY 38/0 2288 Next w i238 Pave" ar 
i226’ pRENT AT"21¢ 0, “ApoB” 1138 B6Fe"sGaascdbe Ga TESD BRENT*AR?SCe ok? Nou vec 
1242 LET 5 1142 G6to' iid BREnT ‘AT HAY UN 
1148 LET Sea i148 S6fo°itso 2188 BRINT AP @.e;"uan res HAR 
lige Ler sea * TiS Gbto°iico 2188 BRINT*AT°o,6,"uLy Aue sep 

LET g=7 LET Bifoes-aexnr cs/2) 
Cet gra °° 2° PGR AeS To s+2 Cet 828.7 SE'xSi2*Ano x<19 THEN coro 
Ip _rei9 : 3 

PEEDEDEES PEPE pEEEPEEE BAORNIMOFAOROID VESROTY RRsat SOV ODS AHS OOS IODA 

THEN GoTo 2000 THEN SOTO a35e N_RETUI +B; "COPY? cYeND— 

THEN PRINT AT 15. 
THEN Copy i410 IF cs 
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435 ar garsva. THRE, core Pepa ee cee HESS 2haih aris toetinorRed ie s " THEN es. 

18.4; "PRESS NEWLIN INUE™ ‘40000 

Bese BLOT x02 
3040 IF INKEYS<o"" THEN GoTO 204 
2050 IF INKEYSe="" THEN GOTO 295@ 
3060 IF INKEYS="8" THEN GOTO 218 
070 IF INKEYS="5" THEN GOTO 229 
g082 IF INKEYS=”"7" THEN GOTO 227 
2090 IF INKEY$="6" THEN GOTO aso 
BAO IF INKEYS<>"0" THEN GOTO 2e 
Fy 
gi2e 45,5; "INPUT NEW AN 
SUNT 
2220 
2190 
2140 
2159 2260 
2170 
2180 
21se 2200 
2210 
e220 

200000 

Norgondsbonneaou 61959099 56000 

UNPLOT %, 
PRINT AT “25,5; "----CALCULAT 
If I=17 OR I=18 THEN GoTO 2 
Ler 
Ler cer 

AAS.) SAAS.) -DeAITH 
8 (7,8) =ACT,B) -D¢At TM) ACIS 8) =A (iS, 6) “DeA(T, he 
ACE, 47) sA(T,27) -O4A CII 
A(AS,27) =A(15,47) -DeA(T 
ACIS, 1) =A46,16) -AAS 

=A (16,1) #A027,1) 
22 5R(IS,N-2) -A aS, 
=A (26,N} 4A (17,N) 

N 
2630 Let Ati19,17) =A(17,17)-ALA8, G7) sAtia. a7) 
$32 soTé ase0 
3650 LET ATT,5) =ACT,8) -D4ACT.H 



COMPETITION 

mds 
_Must be won 

= 
8 

"This is the big day — your chance to win a share of the £6,200-worth 
Of prizes we've got waiting. But you can only enter by sending three 
correctly completed coupons, from this issue and issues 1 and 2 

These are the prizes in our free, easy to enter competition: 

+ Fifteen 48K ZX Spectrums, each with a printer and three pro 
grams from Sinclair's range. Each ofthese prize packages would cost 
you £250 in the shops, 

% Software worth £2,500 from Quicksilva, divided into 100 
vouchers of £25 to each winner. The catalogue contains a total of 39 
programs forthe Spectrum, VIC-20, ZX81, BBC, Dragon and Atari 

Al you have to do is answer the questions in the coupon — all 
based on this week's issue of Home Computing Weekly — fill in 
your name and address and post it off to us 

Entries will only be accepted if they contain all three coupons 
(n0t copies) and they must be correctly addressed to: Spectrum 
Quicksila competition, Home Computing Weekly, 145 Charing 
Cross Road, London WC2H OEE. 

The first 1$ correct entries we open will win the Spectrum prizes 
the next 100 will win the £25 software vouchers. 
‘Closing date is first post on Friday April 8 and the winners will 

be named in Home Computing Weekly 
This competition is not open to the staff of Home Computing 

Weekly, Argus Specialist Publications, Alabaster Passmore, Sinclair 
Research and Quicksilva, The editor's decision is final and no cor: 
respondence will be entered into. 

o AAS stamak 

pectrums 
plus £2,500 
in software 

Watch out for more great competitions soon in Home Com- 
puting Weekly 
Ga a oc eee ee Entry coupon No. 3 

1 Speedy advice from? 
2 Star rating for centipede 
3 Subroutine 00s called by 
4 Y starts what? 

5 Dougie's suame 
{6 What runs in less than 8K? 
17 Boss runs on which micro? 

You must include the coupons from isues 1 and 2 

Name 

Address 

postcode 

Please write clearly and send your entry to: Spectrum/Quicksva 
| Competition, Home Computing Weekly, 145 Charing Cross Road, 
[LLorcon WC2H OEE. Closing date is frst post on Friday April 8 [Pe penenomas ee met ie tee Ae 
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PROFILE 

Strategy for survival in 
Frantic lastminutes preparations the joined them to help out with the 
for the launch of three new Spec- ‘Christmas 1982 rush and stayed 
tram programs were underway on 
‘when [alle into Siverosof- softwa re As the business developed, 
fies a 2 Broadway, Hammer Davidand Dougie hadto give up 
smith, west London. Technicolor writing. programs. themselves. 
Doses of the new offerings — ame David now handles administra 
{er Rts, Sippery Sand Mn tion —"Timthebureauerat”, he 
cher — brightened up the wal, Says — and acts as company 
jal tes of ccs 5 | | is Dou das wt Saas Miverikag’end publey. And 

Tiomenmih jot] Tough times are ahead for _ | tiushtstescweot dsrbuton; 
porary renga: fr She, Hote daunting usk of nso 
Tetigug. the gap Daewoo optware companies, but ingithes ahi the orogcacse a3 
‘ramped office it occupied in cen Silversoft is determined to _| pxccled of to their correct 
tral London — "you cou’ gt destinations 
four people in there at once” — come through. Candice “To write the programs, they 

Ealng ttf b doe move © Goodwin finds out how Frommers ohne ages Tae 
fom 1$ to 35, but are mainly 

school kids and students. David 
himself is positively elderly by 
the standards of the software 
‘business at 35, though he claims 
to be “a child at heart", while 
Dougie, at 21, has done a degree 
in electronics and worked for 
Burroughs’ small business 
machines division as well as 
working for Olivetti and helping 
to se up Silversoft 

They receive a lot of 
material from hopeful would-be 
programmers, but only a small 

shortly, But Siversof itself i also 
‘making a transition, "from a hob- 
by to a way of life”, as founding 
partner David Paterson puts i. 

1c all started up in Glasgow 
and, like many a good idea before 
iti bar. David Paterson, then a 
‘management services manager in 
brewery, and Dougie Bem, a com 
puter engineer for Olivet, were 
discussing computers and bemoan 
Jing their lack of money. The to 
themes came together, and David 
‘and Dougie started to write games 
for the ZX81 in their spare time, 
selling them by mail order. proportion of it can be used. 

‘Their first attempt, a Startcek “One per cent of it is fine, nine 
‘game written by David and launced per cent has potential, but ninety 
in October 1981, wasan immediate 
suoces, Business boomed, and in 
February 1982. David started to 
work for Siversoft fulltime. 

‘But shortly afterwards, a 
‘combination of factors hit Silver- 
soft hard, eadingioa “disastrous” 
ext few months. Thelaunch of the 
Spectrum meant that aes of 2X81 
software plummetted, At the same 
time, the big High Stretretalers 
started to sll software, undermin- 
ing mail order sales. 

For awhile, things looked 
bleak. But David and Dougie 
rallied, by diversifying into soft 
ware for the Spectrum and selling 
their programsthrough W H Smith 
& Boots. Now Silversoftis a thr 
ing concern again, and estimated 
turnover for 1983 is around £1 
million 

But for Silversof's staff, 
work i stil pleasure rather than 
business. The company now has 
three fulltime employees — 
David, Dougie and Hugh Jarse — who all know each other from 
their Glasgow days. Dousie is hosen by computer. The part- 
David's wife's cousin, and Hugh ters got together forabransto- 
isanold frend of Doug's, who | Dougie Bem handles Siversoft's advertising ‘ming sesion and came up witha 

percent is useless”, according to 
Dougie. 

Silversoft concentrates on 
adaptions for the ZX81 and 
Spectrum of popular arcade: 
type games, a formula which has 
worked well, We sell establish: 
ced games because people won't 
pay five or six quid for 
something they don’t know”. 
David and Dougie have painful 
‘memories of Alien Dropout — 
“a great game, asort of mixture 
‘of Galaxians and Invaders” — 
which flopped because people 
didn’t know what to expect from 

When Silversoft’s name is 
firmly established in the High 
Street, though, they may start to 
experiment again: “people 
think, well, I've bought ten 
‘games from them and they've all 
been good, so let's give this new 
one a try 

Talking of names, Silver: 
soft must be one of the few com- 
panies whose name was actually 
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PROFILE 

+ of 60 names — “some of 
jem were really ridiculous” — 

out of which they picked a 
shortlist of four. They had writ 
ten a program that assigned ran- 
dom numbers, and used ittogive 
marks to each of the names on 
the shortlist. In five trials, the 
name ‘*Silversoft" came out top 
four times. 

Partly to write new games 
and partly to diversify into soft 
ware for new machines, they 
plan to take on some full-time 
programmers in the summer. 
Despite reservations about some 
Of the Oric's features they plan 
to support it, and possibly the 
BBC Micro too. 

‘Along with other software 
‘companies, Silversoft's partners 
foresee “a shake-out” in the 
next few months, with many of 
the smaller e 
the wall, "The market is chang: 
ing, It was largely a mail order, 
hobbyist market. Thanks to 
Clive (Sinclair), it has become 
much more of a consumer 
market, People are becoming 
more discriminating” 

They are optimistic, 
though, about Silversoft's pro- 
spects. Says David, “I have no 
doubts that we will weather it 
We intend 10 be here in three 

‘Change is the price of sur 
| in such a competitive 

iarket, and Silversofti increas 
ingly having to adopt a “more 
professional approach" to both 
producing and marketing its 
products 

At the moment, physically 
producing the program cassettes 
is a major problem. There are 
very few companies offering a 
tape duplicating service, and the 
‘ones that do have more business 
than they can handle. To 
decrease the lead time between 
writing a program and actually 
getting it on to the retailer's 
shelves, Silversoft plans to 
tighten up coordination between 
itself and its duplicating com: 
pany. 

By better organisation. it 
also hopes to offer a bette level of Service to its retail outlets. As 
well as Smiths and Boots, itis 
negotiating with Debenhams 
and John Menzies, through 

sells programs 
hey say t0 us, 

‘oh, you're Scottish, we'll take 
5,000". But it will continue to 

ipport its loyal mail order 
eustomers 100, 

‘As for advertising, David 
and Dougie estimate that they 

IL have to spend 

companies like Imagin 
ced in Home Computing Weekly 
a fortnight ago. 

Advertising is all-important 
because software companies’ 
survival depends on selling a lot 
of cassettes — according 10 
Silversoft, the profit on each 
cassette is fairly small ater pay: 
ing for distribution, manufac. 
turing, royalties, packaging and 
promotion. 

Because of this, David feels 
particularly strongly about soft 
ware libraries — 
without the skull and 
crossbones" — which copy 
cassettes and lend them out 
without software companies’ 
permission. ““Uimately it will 
make the customer suffer if it's 
ot an economic propo 
bring out new programs”. He 
hopes that software companies 
will act together to take egal ac 
tion against software pirates. 

For the time being, though 
sales are holding up well. With 
new offices, new staff and a new 
image, Silversoft will have well 

uly emerged from what 
sg industry 

stage" — hopefully without los- 
ing the enthusiasm that ca 

David calls its 

through the hard times. 

000 per year just to keep up 
with the competition — a sum 
that drastically reduces the pro- 
fit that they can expect to make 
‘on each cassette. As part oftheir 
advertising campaign, the 
posters adorning the office walls 
‘elect their new, glossier image: 
they aim to better even the red. 
hot" presentation of softwar 

around 

profil 

pirates 

Hugh Jarse prepare a proyram for despatch to a mail-order customer 

Dougie, Hugh and David check out a Siversoft program 
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From golf course to outer 
space with VIC-20 

Four new games for the VIC-20 are put through their paces by 
our reviewer Allen Webb 

shot The ball’ behaviour is lo 
affected by the value of your 
handicap. After cach shot, the 
postion of the ball i shown on 
the mapas a flashing square, 
allowing you to se the effect of 
Your stroke. This i a very good 
idea, in my opinion, which in 
creases the fecing of biting areal 
objet ‘Once the ball has landed on 
the green, you see a doseup of 
the puting fed. When you sus 
ceed in poting the ball, your 
score cards displayed prior #0 
loading the nex hole 

‘Only one eal complaint — 
too litle information is given on 
the poston ofthe bal relative to 
the hole afer each shot The pro- 

Golf gam “gies the approxima 
tances per character, but i's 

VIC-20 PIU BKK | hoc casy counting the number of 
£7.95 characters on a uniformly 

coloured area, 
Audiogenic, PO Box 88, 
Reading, Berks. instructions sor 

bil oO in my experi, got programs | Banics son ‘vary tremendously, simply depen- | Value for money ast ding on. the programming method wed, Through good we | 
‘of graphics, this package has 
done the job wel Even wih the exea 3K of 
memory needed, iting the pro- 
fram in i a problem. Memory Tiaionsasunt fr several of 
the game's pcuiats. A booting program ‘ping a full et of 
instructions precedes the main program, which loads ucomatilly, 

“The dats for cach hole also 
has tobe lode from tape as and ste required. While keeping the 
memory Toad down, this resus in 
Tong pauses during the game Shorage of memory ao explains = why only nine holes are offered < 

Each hole is displayed as a 
map using standard graphics 
Sharaters and colours to ndate 
the rough, sand traps and other 
hazards. This is done well, and Bonzo the hoes are atactive and ear wl ae auras and sear! WIC-20 plus 3K 
selesing a lub and the angle of £7.95 

now Vic Pack 
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Alien Blitz 
vic-20 
£7.95 

Audiogenic, PO Box 88, 
Reading, Berks. 

In spite of the unfamiliar name, 
this game turned out to be a 
rather unexceptional version. of 
the old favourite — Space 
Invaders. 

Audiogenic, PO Box 88, 
Reading, Berks. 

This isan original game with 
some of the flavour of Panic. A 
small man has to be moved down 
a series of levels linked by lad- 
ders, using ether a joystick or the 
Keyboard. 

‘On the various levels are 
‘boxes which the man picks up by 
moving over them. Each box 
yields points to the player. But 10 
make life difficult, the levels are 
inhabited by grees nasties called 
Bonzos, whose greatest delight is 
to leap on the man if they can. 

If the screen is cleared, it is 
refilled with higher scoring boxes, 
but an extra nasty is supplied 
This is repeated three times 
before returning 10 the first 
screen. The player has four lives, 
‘and at the end of the game there 

Standard-shaped aliens are 
welldrawn and nicely animated, 
but I was surprised a the ack of 
colour: all objects on the screen 
are white 

The aliens move smoothly, 
accompanied by the mandatory 
“heart-beat” sound. Unfor- 
tunately all other sound effects 
fare very poor, and started to get 
‘on my nerves very quickly. 

‘The moveable laser bases 
can cither be controlled by 
Joystick oF by the two shift keys 
and space bar. But 1 found the 
latter method very awkward 0 

Level of play can be varied 
for 0 (easy) 10 9 (you must be 
joking), but seems to be no more 
than a simple control of the 
aliens's speed. Level selection is, 
followed by a demonstration 
‘game. Surprisingly, no high score 
‘option is available 

{naructions 
playability 
sraphics ‘value for money 

is a high score table for suocessful 
players 

“Technically the game is ex- 
cellent, using. both sound and 
colour to the full. An extra large 
screen is used, and the figures, 
because they’ consist of six 
redefined characters, are_bril- 
antly animated. The author has 
put alot of effort into designing 
‘the characters and giving them an 
‘endearing quality. 1 particularly 
liked the small man, who with his 
bald head and dungarees, looks 
rather fike the hero in’ Krazy 
Kong. 

instructions 70% 
playability : 
graphics 
value for money 80% 



a 8K 

‘Audiogenic, PO Box 88, 
Reading, Berks. 
Although you wouldn't ues it 
from the tle, Bossisa chess pro- 
fram, Being cassete-baed, itis 
‘much cheaper than packages ike 
the CBM Sargon, but it does re- 
quire 8K of memory expansion, 

‘When the program is run, @ 
neatly-drawn board takes up 
some two thirds of the seren 
The pieces, 100, are well drawn 
and easy 1 identify, Playing in 
formation, including the level of 

play and the current depth of 
ect aera tae 

repels lee canbe mt 
fo one of ten levels, giving 
average response times’ ranging 
from 1 second to 4 hours. It can 
be altered at any stage of the 

‘On cither side ofthe level in- 
dicator are two clocks to let you 
compare your speed with the 
VIC's, You can see the current 
‘moves by each player in the bot 
tom comers — the right hand 
corner actually shows the 
‘machine's alternative moves as it 
is thinking. Between the two 
move indicators is a move 

the Apple Sargon II up t0 move 
9. This suggests that the 
Audiogenic program may use a 
similar algorithm to the more ex- 
pensive program. 

instructions 

Subs| Seneess, 
16K VIC-20 

£7.95 

Quicksilva, Palmerstone Park 
House, 13. Palmerstone Road, 
Southampton. 

Subspace Striker is an outer space 
‘ersion of Submarine Attack. You 
Turk in subspace until a target ap- 
‘pears on your scanner. Then up 
‘you pop and fire as your prey 
‘speeds across the sereen. 

Retaliation comes mainly in 
the form of space mines. Youseect 
depth and postion, and just sitit 
out, 

‘Thisgameisnoclassic, but the 
graphics are very good and sound. effects add to the atmosphere. 
‘Once mastered, ite skill is needed 
and whether or not you obtain a 
high score is largely up tothe ran 

‘dom number generator, Buta good 
game novetheles 

InZor, youtakepartinabat- 
te between two robots, each taking 
turns todo their worst fo each other 
asthe range slowly closes. 

‘Any hits of you drain your 
‘energy, as does putting up your 
shields to cut down the effect of the 
‘enemy fire and, in the second-stage 

and the sound effects are 
nothing special. Quite nice 

‘graphics, though. 
BA. 

instructions Om 
playability ad 
sraphics 0% 
value for money cad 

Tornado Unfortunately there is no 
‘keyboard equivalent of the joystick — controls, and my Commodore 

35 joystick ‘responded only fitfully 
even afer several attempts. Quicksva, Palmerston Park | eae nn oud for 

House, Palmerstone Road, | jyeynronmiod VIC i loathe 
Southampton. happily inthe expanded version, This adaptation of Scramble | Without the expansion, iran out 
features the usual scene sting fr | of memery! 
your mission. I have my doubts | © There are better version of this About thee of ney bombs | gan around but ty ot, ‘sentences Bike “mca ‘money and <eurucion blosoms all around, | iakesyourchobe ‘necessary destruction” — but Ba. 

‘snot mix morals and micros. 
"There's a one or two player 

‘option, high score recording, | insructions w% 
plus the right sort of sound ef- | playabity om 
fects. After you have reached | graphics 0% 
1,000 points, the enemy fighters | valve for money or 
swarm on’ in never-ending 
aves, anil your thre ives are | Breggereggerg 
used up. 

their score on to the next round, 
assume memory imitations 

are the reason why the program 
‘doesnot check that players move in 
tum — and why however many 
players are taking part, there are 

‘Quicksilva, Palmerstone Park | always four harvesters shown on 
House, 13 Palmerstone Road, | theprid. Nevertheles an enjoyable, 
‘Southampton, simple but lasting game. 

Brainstorm is basically a 
‘Strategy rather than quick reac- | variation of the old logic problem 
tions is what is needed for | about how to get a numberof peo- 
Harvesier. Two, three or four peo- | ple and animals across a river in a 
plecan play. Each takesitinturnto | small rowing boat with a weight 
move in any direction acrossthe 1S } limit. 
x 22 grid of boosterspice plants, | Once youremember, look up, 
electing pla Fr Gc on | werk oat ca old a lao, 

the game is of no further interes. 
Oa ecting thee of the BA. 
rid or a square that has already 
been reaped, the player stops, and | instructions 70% 
the next one moves. As the game | playability 70% 
‘g0sson,itgetsharderand harderto | graphics 20% 
move until one player gets stuck. | value for money ‘50% 
‘This player loses the round and all 
thee score, while the others move 
Starquest/ In Encounter, a lengthy in- 

t troduction with shades of Close 

told is that the aliens are four- 
£7.95 Fingered humanoids — the rest you 

Quicksilva, Palmerstone Park | work out for yourself 
House, 13’ Palmerstone Road, | A ckver test, but once you've 
Southampton. ‘understood what you're supposed 

todo, that'sit. Youcan’t rerun En- 
‘Bused around the voyage of the | counter, and being second on the 
Starship Enterprise, your task in | tape, isa nuisance to reloa. 
Starques is to explore new stars. Bs. 

th ee i ich ity oo- | roger 
substantial. in 
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How 

does 
your 

Ti 

screen 
seem? 

Standard Basic treats the screen 
of the TI 99/4A computer as hav 
ing 32 by 24 characters. But you 

Wn get higher resolution by 
dividing each character position 
into a number of pixels 

T'llbe giving a series of Basic 
sub-routines 10 a 

If we divide each character 
pixels then, 
y be set oF 

unset, we need 16 (2) different 
patterns, each of four pixels 

We can represent each of 
these patterns as a four-bit 

Dreaming of higher screen 
resolution with your TI 99/40 

micro? 
David Gray shows 

you how 

‘humeral; one bit for each pixel as 
shown in the illustration. The 
patterns and their associated 
binary numerals are shown also. 

Using four pixels per 
character position gives us a 

screen consisting of 64 by 48 pix: 
els. However, since Basic only 
allows us to write characters we 
must define one character for 
each pattern and to set or unset a 
pixel we must change the com: 

plete character containing that 
pixel 

‘Our method of numbering 
patterns makes the determination 
‘of the new pattern very simple 

If we start with a patter 
0.18) and wish 10 set pixel 
(0...3), we get pattern p+2 
(providing pixel n is not already 
S44) 

Hy, unsetting pixel n 
of pattern p gives pattern p-2" 
providing pixel n is already se) 
For example, setting pixel 2 in 
pattern 8 gives pattem 8+2° 
12, 

On the TI 99/ 1A computer, 
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the character atthe top left-hand 
comer of the screen has co-ordi- 
nates (1,1). Here we assume that 
the Xco-ordinates run horizon- 
tally from 1 to 32 and that the 
‘Yeo-ordinates run vertically from 
10 24, 

For this article we wish to 

‘eat the pixel in bottom left-hand 
‘commer as (0,0), so pixel (0,0) will 
be pixel 0 of character position 
(124. 

To access any pixel we must 
determine which character posi 
tion it belongs to and which pixel 

itis of that character position. 

1 CHARACTER 
How one characteris divided into four pixels. Each character 
‘cam be represented as a four-bit numeral 

t |r Ae i 

‘where x MOD 2 is the remainder 
of dividing x by 2. 

Using the above scheme we 
‘can write three Basic sub-routines 
to produce higher resolution — 
‘one to initialise a character for 
‘each pattern, one to plot a pixel 

Given pixel (x,y) then the 
‘corresponding character postion 
is given by (1-+x DIV 2,24 DIV 
2) where x DIV 2 in the integer 
result of dividing x by 2. 

‘The pixel of the determined 
character positon is given by (x 
MOD 2) + 23 (¥ MOD 2) | and one to unplot a pixel. 
0000 0001 0010 0011 

0 1 2 3 
0100 0101 0110 0111 

4 5 6 7 
1000 1001 1010 10114 

8 9 10 " 
17:00) . DUO LAO 1 14 

12 13 4 
Sixteen different shapes can be created by using four pixels in 
‘one character pattern. Their binary numbers are shown above 
each 

How it works 2000- This subroutine deter- 
mines if the point 

10,20 Definitions of two com: PLOT -X, 
monly used functions. | 2080 PLOT~) is actually on 

30-160 A. simple test program the screen (see Line 
500-660 A. subroutine to initialise 2020), If the point is not 

the characters represen 
ting the various patterns. 
These patterns are true (—1). If the point is 
represented by the fon. the screen. then 
characters 128 to 143 PLOT-FLAG is left as 

650 Sets all character posi false (0) and the follow- 
tions to the blank pattern ing variables are 

1000- This subroutine plots the set:-(PLOT~X1, 
point (PLOT-X, PLOT~ Yi) are set 10 
PLOT-Y) on the coordinates of the 

1060 the screen. It first makes character position con- 
sure that the point is ing the pi 
valid by calling sub- PLOT ~BIT is set to the 
routine 2000 and then en- pixel number within the 
sures that the point character position 
hasn't already been plot PLOT ~CH is set to the 
ted by calling subroutine ccurrent character in the 
2500. Line 1050 uses the character position 
formula +2 | 2500- This subroutine returns 

1100- Similar to the subroutine the value false if the pixel 
1000 but for unplotting PLOT_BIT of the 
the point | 2520 character PLOT—CH is 

1160 (PLOT-X, PLOT-Y) not set and true if itis et. 
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‘The programming of high quality 
sraphics into a BASIC game is 
‘often very much a limiting factor 
{in determining the final speed of 
the game. 

t's simply a matter of how 
many bytes have to be changed 
‘every time some elaborate shape 
— a plane or invader, for exam- 
ple — moves from one screen 
location to another. The bigger 
and. more: elaborate the figure, 
the slower the movement. 

This may vary from machine 
to machine but the principle re 
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Change the shape 
of your 

mains the same for virtually all 
‘machines. 

To alleviate this problem 
many machines now allow the 
user access to the locations where 
the shape of every character is 
‘kept In this respect the Orie is no 
exception. In fact both character 
sets can be altered. 

This means the shape of any 
normal character may be changed 
into cither a figure by itself or 
become part of some greater 
whole. To do this itis necessary 
to decide which bits of the bytes 

EEKLY 22 March 1983 

that make up a character must be 
set (visible) and which are not set 
(atk), 

Id 
a ted 
particularly since the character 
sets occupy different locations 
depending on the mode (hi-res or 
text)in which the change is made 

My program allows you to 
effortlesdy experiment with new 
designs. 

The cursor controls on the 
bottom row of the keyboard are 
used to move an asterisk around 

fone manually this can be 
and. painstaking task 

character 

ing 
shapes for your 
arcade games. 
Grant Privett’s program for the 
Oric-1 makes it 

easy 

within a six by eight 
Dressing ether Sor U, members of 
the grid ae either set — represented 
by a £—or left blank, 

The design currently under 
construction is displayed 
throughout so your masterpiece 
may be considered as it will final 
ly appear, thus reducing errors of 

‘When 
pressing F 
which ch 
The values of the locations to be 
changed and the values required are 
then presented, 

design is finished 
ows YoU to choose 

acter is to be changed. 



OPERATING AND CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR 
DISCERNING SPECTRUM AND ZX81 USERS 

All Amsoft products are designed to help users to get the most out of their machines. No additional hardware is, 
‘needed to run them, but they can be used to support other devices if needed. 
‘Am-ZX FILE is a system which allows you to use large cassette data fles in BASIC programs. There is no limit to 
how much data you can store or retrieve. Gives tape facilities ike @ large machine, ZXB} version £4.00, Spectrum, 
version £5.00. 
AM.ZXMON is the ultimate operating system. With it you can create, edit, run and checkpoint machine code 
programs, and can save, load and merge portions of programs to oF from tape. You can bulld and use your own 
Subroutine libraries. 2X81 version £6.00, Spectrum version £7.00 
Under the control of AM-ZXMON you can run, AM-ZXEDIT, the text editor which allows you to produce source 
tape files for input to the AMAZON assembler. An easy-to-use product with exceptional facilities including tape 
merging and renumbering, are ZXB1 and Spectrum versions £4.00. 
‘Am-AZON, 2 full two pass assembler which converts assembler source tapes created by AM-ZXEDIT into 
machine code tapes which can be loaded and run by AM-ZXMON. All ZXB0 op. codes are recognised. Symbols 
‘can be up to 5 characters and symbolic, hex, string, or decimal are permitted. ZXB! version £8.00, Spectrum version 
available end of March £9.00. 

AMERSHAM SOFTWARE LTD. 
Long Roof, Hervines Road, Amersham, Bucks HP6 5HS: 

Tel. (024 03) 6231 
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Straighten out a mixed-up 
masterpiece 

I looks like modern art, but 
there's an ordinary picture in there 
somewhere. The trouble is, the 
pieces have got mixed up — and 
the game is to unscramble them 

‘Our Picslide game, for 
ZXB1 plus 16K RAMpack, is 
‘updated version of those letter 
slide games that most of us have 
played at one time or another 
But instead of rearranging 
scrambled letters to make words, 
the player has to rearrange the 
segments of a picture. And since 
the design of the pict 
you, you can change the ima 
Whenever you like 0 increase 

When you run the program, 
the first thing you will see is a 
sixteen-square grid with a black 
square at top left and 
the squares white. In 
of the grid & a flashing © 
Using the cursor and keys 1 

_ Puzzle your friends with 
Picslide, an updated version of 
the well-tried letterslide game, 
presented by Lenora and Nick 

Godwin 

{raw a picture on the grid. Try to | __Now you go on to scram 
ensure that the picture exte 

into every white square. Figure 1 | The black square represents the 
picture aide board 

the picture, as shown in Figure 
shows how the drawing builds 
uP. any square into th 
a precaution against the dreaded propriate cur 
Wobbly RAMpack Syndrome. | sor control key. When the display 

RUN the program and | is thoroughly mixed up, challenge 
When you have finished is t0 sort out the mess! 

your masterpiece, press STOP | We have included a machine 
and the cursor will disappear. | code loader to make the picture 
From this point am | squares 1 use 

be saved with the picture in- | it, reserve 358 bytes at the beginn 
ing of RAM by typing 1 REM 
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followed by 358 characters, as 
shown in Listing 1. Then type in 
the rest of Listing 1. It is wise 10 
save the program at this stage, as 
carefully enter in the mach 
code data set from Listing 
which should be read across, lin 
by line. The value of” the 
CHECKSUM must be 31553 on 
completion. Any other value 
means you have made a mistake 
somewhere, which must be track 
ed down and corrected. Errors 
can be corrected by direct POKE 
command: for example, POKE 
16517, 255. We recommend that 
you SAVE the program again at 
this point 

Before entering the BASIC 
program in Listing 3, type in 
POKE 16419,2. If you don't, the 
rogram will automatically’ list 

from line | after every o 
Do not try to LIST line 1. En 
Listing 3, overwriting Listing 1 
where necessary 



4@ PLOT A,B 
S@ UNPLOT A.B 
60 IF INKEY$="" THEN GOTO. 
Zoqir INKEYS=" STOR “THEN 
B® LET X#=INKEYs B.S 

42 
1 BOT 

BY oi 
a or DB x w " Pe 9 n 

(fA-2) 720) 42 
2) > 
ee 

2. 
EN LET a=Aa+Al 
2s0 LET A=A+2s( (Ace) ~ (AD Beie@sINT ((B~2) 710. 

e=5+5i 270 LET B=B+2e( (B<3) ~(B>41)) 
380 IF x$="0" THEN POKE 16891,2 

eo1, Qoe IF xs="U" THEN POKE 36 2 

TH 

: i3e genet 183 BERRY -comokeumn =i 
iti Fa oF ta, ee, ee ee 
Elk He EEE |e 
8° 48 ie ge8 G2, 6°. 24s Se 32 
B is Gs. Sse 827 32° Seo B80 | 3: $2. 22 Ig, 52 82° 32° Gea 285 | 3 ige $2 8s 237 34 8. 283 38. | 3: 
f. bec dh doe 8” 2 He F 3 ef pe Gps eg, : He fe § ss, fe foe Ste fe Bee 
Sei ine 3 282 at Et F BY et, SHE Bek 2. Rae aa\ eee ae) ge2 S48 Soe A ge ges ae e+ ag? fe Fy See eee S iateige: nes Sones eal Se S27 2° $8. 120 22S, Ee, ie. te, as 0° Gag 83 Sa 287 Bhs 
pea Ge oy a Be Bo si f5° Ec, fea oe ge os, $2, Sivan HO Bet FE se eee ed Us $5. 2 2S. 3; go* $2: 23 38 a §, get’ 3 Fe $30 38° fo. 20 Gy ie ae FA etary : 38, #58 22. it H #42 bes go & Z5 pea es : #82 $25°22 Zoe f10 a°5 ae° G2 ize iy gS ie i Sin S, eer a8 3 a8 oR 
Hs a a eS z #8 
CHECKSUM: 5155S 
POKE 16419,2 

4 RETORN 
2@ RAND USR 16769 

Ler a=ee 
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Keep your head in an 

‘They say troubles always come in 
pairs, and you've no reason to 
doubt it as you guide your craft 
through space. 

Not only have you hit an 
asteroid field, but a fleet of alien 
ships is bearing down on you — 
‘and it doesn’t look friendly. 

Can you blast your way to 
safety by destroying the enemies, 
while weaving about to avoid a 
fatal crash with an asteroid? Test 
your skill as a space pilot with my 
program for the unexpanded 
VIC-20, 

‘You are allowed three ships. 
Press the B key to fire — three 
cheers will boost your morale if 
you manage to shoot down an 
enemy ship. But if you crash, 
Took out for fireworks. 

Full instructions are given at 
the beginning of the program. 
Line by line, this is how it works. 

Line 20 sets the volume to 
‘maximum and the screen and 
border colours to black and blue 
respectively. 

Lines 30-7S set up the main 
variables, postion the ship and 
start a blipping sound (this is one 
Of the few space ships running on 
‘a tworstroke engine) 

Lines 79-96 poke mult 
coloured asteroids and enemy 

asteroid field 

copyright Walt Disney 

So you think you'd make a good 
space pilot? Glenn Fair 

challenges you to test your skill 

ships on to the sereen in random | button B has been pressed. Lines 
postions, while ines 105 and 110 | 13S arid 140 ensure thatthe ship 
poke your ship and its “exhaust” | does not disappear off the edge 
‘on to the screen at position x. | of the screen, 

Lines 120 and 125 control | Lines 150 and 155 check 10 
the movement of the ship, and | see if the ship has crashed into an 

changes the border colour (blue) 
to red to wam you that only one 
ship is remaining, while line 165 
sends the program to its ending 
routine when the last ship is 
destroyed 

Subroutine 300 creates the 
explosion effect when the ship 
crashes, and deducts one ship 
from your original three. 

Subroutine 400 controls the 
fire sequence when you press the 
B key. Line 420 checks to see if 
you have hit an enemy ship and 
line 425 checks whether you have 
hit an asteroid, If you hit an 
asteroid, ten points are taken off, 
to deter players from simply stay” 
ing in one place and shooting 
‘everything out of the way. 

‘Subroutine 600 is called by 
line 420 if you shoot an enemy 
ship. It changes the screen and. 
border to white, and produces 
thee “whoops”, then adds ten 
points to your score and checks 
to see if you have reached $00 
points Ifyou have, it adds an ex 
tra ship, 

Line 1000 restores the screen 
to its normal colours, and prints 
‘out the score for the game along 
with the previous high seore, 
which is retained until the pre 
‘gram is ended. You can opt 10 

line 130 checks to see if the fire | asteroid or enemy ship. Line 160 

aE 
aa 

2282885! 
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Give your printer a 
For producing program listings 
and hard copies of the screen 
display, the ZX printer is fine 
But for more ambitious applica 
tions such as word processing or 
printing out large tables of 
results, the 32-character line 
width isa serious restriction. 

Do not despair, though — 
there is a way to increase the 
printer's line width to any size 
you like. Imagine that you 
‘ould turn the printer on its side 
to convert character columns to 
rows and rows to columns. 
Then you could have any 
character width you wanted, 
with a fixed number of 32 rows, 

My Right Turn program, 
written for the 16K Spectrum, 
does just that, It is so called 
because the original characters 
are rotated through 90 degrees 
to lie on theie right sides. 

‘An example of output pro- 
duced using this program is 
shown in Figure 1. If you want 
‘more than 32 rows, of course, 
several 32-row ‘pages’ have 10 
be pieced together. 

To load the new character 
set to a higher RAM address in 
the 48K Spectrum, just 
substitute the values in’ square 
brackets for those appearing 
earlier in the line (line numbers 
40, $0, and 270). The new 
character set is stored above a 
lowered RAMTOP, to allow it 
to be transfered from one pro- 
gram to another. 

Right Turn takes several 
‘minutes to run, as 768 decimal: 
to-binary-to-decimal conver 
sions are carried out. Once the 
program has finished, you can 
save the new character set on 
{ape with the direct command: 
‘SAVE "chars", CODE 31488,768 
(48K version; 64512,768) 

‘To keep you amused while 
the new character set is created, 
the original and new characters 
fare shown on the screen in an 

Figure 1 
Of to 
Ff ic 4 fa 4 
© yn 
¥ 3 é 8a 8 re 
' o 

tx 

right turn 

Your 2X printout can be 
broader than it's long. David 
Nowotnik describes two pro- 
grams to turn the 

character set aroun 
for word processing 

rinter’s 
and use it 

enlarged form. Finally, a screen 
message appears which uses the 
new character set, 10 show you 
that it has worked. 

‘The new character set is 
brought into use by altering the 
value held by the system 
variable CHARS (line 270, see 
p73" of the handbook); 
CHARS is reset to its original 
value (line 390) before the pro: 
gram stops. 

The program could be 
modified to turn characters 
anti-clockwise, or upside- 
down, by altering lines 170-210. 
Those changes that are 
necessary are shown in Listing 2. 

‘An example of the use of 
this new character set is the 
word processor program in 
Listing 3. First, use Right Turn 
to create the new character set 
starting at address 31488 (for 
both 16 and 48K Spectrums) 
After using NEW, type in the 
rogram in Listing 3, 

‘The program requires one 
user defined graphic (UDG) 
symbol. This is the ** * in fines 
3080 and 8010, and is used as an 
end of paragraph marker. Type 
this is as “a” in graphic mode 
The UDG is created with the 
following direct commands: 
POKE 23676,127 
POKE USR"3"0 
POKE USR"“a"+ 1,16 

your Spectrum, © 
ally in text « 
ation of tre ax 
Biphabetice: a 
Strang obtsifa= 4 
BS cypeuritec, bt 
one tine to "sr SS ENTER to ze 

c keys used 5 
are TFile previcus-y 

745316 
+60 
0 

‘Save the program first with 
the direct command: SAVE 
“word” LINE 10, Once saved, 
stop the tape, and enter the 
direct command to save the 

yaracter set and UDG: SAVE 
shars"" CODE 31488,1120. 

Press Record on your tape 
recorder, and save the character 
set so that it follows immediate- 
ly after the program on the 
tape. This allows the character 
set to be loaded automatically 
when the program is re-loaded. 

The printout in Figure | 
describes how the program is 
used. The program just fits a 
16K Spectrum and is limited to 
‘one printed page only. 

If you have a 48K Spec- 
trum, it is possible to expand 
the text file (bS) to hold several 
ages, although the output 
routine (line 3000-) will have to 
be modified to deal with more 
than one page. Figure 2 lists the 
main routines and variables us- 
cd in the program. 
Figure 2 — summary of the 
‘main routines and variables 
‘used in the word processor 
Program 

he_wora er 
+ The blac t_ characte 
erie, of 6 Ao graehice ao not uc next, thas 
ate the en BABS SAIFT 
saves on 

Routines 
100-180, 

700-740 

750-780 

Main routine 
Wait for a keypress 
Check for a valid 
keypress 
(alphabetic, 
number, control or 
ENTER) 
Print a character 
and enter in the text 
file; move cursor to 
next position, 
checking for end of 
text file, end of 
line, and end of 
display file 
SCROLL (by 
‘overprinting) 
Reverse SCROLL, 

1000-1050 Load a text file 
from tape 

2000-2030 Save a text file 
3000-3500 Print text file; th 

8000-8070 End of ps 

Variables 

as 
bs 

(8) 

mk 

go Swace ae 

routine involves line 
justification, then 

8 for priming 
4000-4040 Move cursor left 
5000-5060 Move cursor down 
{000-6070 Move cursor up 
7000-7040 Move cursor right 

ph 
marker; place on 
the screen, and 
move print position 
to the next line 

Formatted text 
‘Unformatted text 
Cursor position in 
attribute file 
Command key 
‘CODE numbers 
Used in formatting; 
marks the position 
reached in a8 
Cursor co-or 
‘on the screen 
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SAS Eh Tene Gt tes BOPBUE SrA ext File is printed with the ZX Printer using 
eolunn formate Soesor (eee! Borger asuq: forsee See ie as nt 

eeeoe £3" routine, unten niee Sutpus fs scou BaSre. 

Listing 1 — Right Tura 

Right tucn 38 REN © vce?” Nowsthix, i982 Led 
oe Sep, ‘BOG NEXT & f g2ge7: REM te45222 = 38 ‘TEr*R seks: Cer yesises. x | 278 PORE Sosev.2ee: REM 12522 

EM ryr64s223 2, Yoo*Far r=1 To 96: DIM csie. 6 "phat's iti”: GO SUB 228 For 522 To e° Ler asteek = 
Be FoR 328 “i LET as="Remember - the numb 
i8e Ir gca< THEN LeT 
pe rg square brackets” a4e@ LET q i$ Cer “in the program list ise bin ive ror to be used wath ige FoR eT ¢ 38 i80 or E SS="S8K spectrum: GOS adage tz. si 8 
BOO NE: ilies SPOKE 29607,60 230 Ne: = STor 
220 CL: ST LET x=2: LET a=23-LEN aga FoR Too ten SSeS 

— Cer =Rea? 
240 PRINT “Bi c# thos ET. Base LET i 2 

Tang 2 — modifications to conver ht aro RR Tare and erie arc 

Lert Turn upside-down 
ono 
THEN LET ore 

Word Processor i=. : = 2.8 S62 FOR i22,79 @: IF z=cliy THE Noeetnix NoSO TO” «i Sze B78 NEXT 1:-60-70 5: $50, 2F 2 >iée"Or'tcsadae THEN GO 
serps | 880 LET beitcrezs: LET te=tces 07; POKE e0676.127 | E10 PRINT atu xszgrs LEP XSe ed Br*876: "Puasa a: °e IF xoGA THEN CET x26; LET waoe a CODE: CLS. 

¥2 REM Cosma E20 IF curcesece 
To: READ THe! 

630 er usuns S40 soe Fee $38 750 PDSCLL TO there 
240 350 380 <52 (4,778 PRINT AT @,O;bs(tl TO tl+7e 
282 RETURN gee 
eee 

3. 
bE 
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TO mk STEP 
oro 

Sese 120 
190 

rows 

Brine mos 

ar ‘por 

SPECTRUM DRAGON 
16/48 

AWARI 

4% The ancient African game of logic. It takes 2 minutes to 
learn the rules but far longer to master the tactics, 

% Select the ‘Gout-herd’ level of play and it’s an addictive 
fgume for children (8+) that exercises their minds ~ not 
their laser fingers. 

% Select the ‘Witch-doctor” level and it’s a threat tw your 
sanity. We haven't beaten it and we wrote it! 

TANDY BBC 
32 LEVEL 2 AIB 

ADVENTURE 

+ Over 200 places to explore in this machine code game using 
advanced data compression techniques, 

4 No random clements - you will need skill, cunning and a 
sense of humour as you explore caves, forest and casts, 

4 Evade ruthless pursuers and overcome a host of obstacles. 
‘& Multiple word commands and single letter abbreviations! 

£1000 IN PRIZES 
FANTASTIC VOYAGE 
(2X81 16K ONLY) 

This real-time graphics simulation set inside the human 
body was written by a lecturer in anatomy. You are injected 
into the blood stream in your miniature submarine. Navi- 
gate the arteries, veins and heart to the brain, where a blood 
clot must be destroyed. Features a real vascular map. You 
will be attacked by Iymphocytes which must be destroyed 
using arcade game type graphics. Everything you do uses 
up precious energy. Three display formats—a lateral and 
frontal body scan plus blood vessel name, a close-up sean 
and a laser-sight for fighting lymphocytes. 

sok Buy both Awari and Adventure and enter 
the ‘Foilkade Challenge’ competition, 
Details with cassette or send SAE 

ALL GAMES £5.95 EACH, 2 FOR £9.95, 
3 FOR £13.95 (ANY MIX) INCLUST 

FOILKADE LTD 

66 LITTLEDEAN, YATE 
BRISTOL BS17 4UQ 
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BBC games: 
the good,the bad and 

the ugly 
SS 

Our fearless panel of reviewers 
comes to ips with 

Tor the BBC Micro 

Galaxians 
32K BBC 
£8.50 

Superior Software, 69 Leeds 
Road, Bramhope, Leeds 

Galaxians is another of the old 
favourites, and whilst this s not 
full implementation ofthe arcade 
fame, nor are any of the others 
that I have seen. Sadly, none of Invaders 
tem have the circling aliens that 32K BEC 

However, the aliens in this £8.05 
tnd show fiendish intligence in| Superior Software, 69 Lee 
{voiding your lasers. Just when | Road, Brambope, Leeds 
you think you are safe from one 
it reverses direction and crashes | Being asked to write a review 
Straight into you — very] about Space Invaders is like being 
frustrating. asked 10 write an original review 

There are six skill kvels —| of the Bible — it can't be done 
the sixth requiring more skill and | Everything there is to say about i 
‘dexterity than I have at the mo-| has been said, but anyway, here 
iment, The levels are well chosen | goes. 

The program loaded first 
time, and the instructions are 
‘quite adequate, even though this 
mast be the only game that would 
be usable without instructions 
The usual features of different 
values for the invaders and ran 
n mother ships are included, 

there is no optional skill eve. 
As the Invaders near the 

bases, they speed up, and get very 
st near the end, Hiked the way the 

shields cracked and crumbled in 
stead of a dice just disappearing 
A high score table forthe top ten 
is provided and you can get back 
10 the title page by pressing 
ESCAPE De. 

playability 
graphics 75% 
‘ale for money 65% 

and should last most players quite 
Some time, A high score table is 
also included, 

The program loaded first 
time and contains good instruc 
tions, The graphics are well 
presented and smooth, even 
‘when the action gets frantic. 

mplaint is about 
the sound, which is very essiting 
at frst but begins to grate after a 
While, This is a common fault 
that applies to most games and 
fot just Superior Software 5] RYIt Machine 
how about an option to cut o4 
the sound or at least reduce 32K BBC 
yousoftware writes? D.C £8.05 

Superior Software, 69 Lod 
introns Road, Branhope, Leck 
yay 
rahe Fruit Machine & the only no 

arcade-type game from Superior 
Software. Its alo the only pro- value for money 

mend, It isn't that it is a bad pro- 
gram, indeed, the graphics are ex 
cellent, but I just cannot see the 
point in sitting in front of a 
screen playing a one-armed ban- 
dit, Where's the fun in it without 
slot for the winnings to fall out 

However, the program itself 
is well written and well presented, 
only lacking in prompts 10 re 
‘mind you of the winning com: 
binations. All the features that 
you would expect are there: hold, 
fudge, gamble, collect and 50 
on Dc 

layability 40% 
graphics 70% 
‘alue for money 30% 

Sal peo eee 
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Centipede 
32K BBC 
£8.05 

Superior Software, 69 Leeds 
Road, Bramhope, Leeds 

This program, like most of 
Superior’s products, loads in two 
sections, the first being a short 
program to identify the suppliers 
and the second part loading 
automatically. This program 
without any problems, The ‘in 
structions displayed after loading 
are clear and concise, but do not 
include tips, The keys used are Z, 
X and COPY, and ate sensibly 
chosen, 

The alm of the game is stop 
the centipede reaching the bot 
tom ofthe screen and eating you. 
You score 50 points for destroy 
{ng a section of the body and 100 
for a head. To reach a high score, 
he best tactic isto break the cen 
tipede into as many sections as 
possible, all consisting of just a 
hhead worth 100 points 

All the expected items 
there including snails, flies and 
spiders, which gain you points, 
and mushrooms which act as 
shields for the centipede, Cen- 
tipedes appear in blue, green and 
reat with increasing difficulty 

Six skill levels anda high 
score table for the top five are 
provided. The screen display is 
well laid out and smooth in ac 
tion and the game varies in its 
startup position and paths 
iaken, D.C, 

Instructions 70M 
playability 80% 
graphics 70% 
Value for money 80% 



BBC SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

MP Software & Services, 165 
Spital Road, Bromborough, 
Merseyside L62 2AE. 
You cither love adventure games 
(or you loathe them. I love them, 
and this one is a beauty whic 
should appeal to novice and ex- 
perienced adventurer alike. Your 
task is to track down the Golden 
Bird of Paradise which has been 
‘captured by an evil wizard lurk- 
ing somewhere in the heart of 
Firien Wood. 

‘The game starts by giving a 
brief description of your surroun- 
dings, and then waits for you to 
type in instructions to determine 
‘what it should do next. Instruc- 
tions are either a direction (eg 
"NORTH", meaning go north) 
or a verb followed by a noun (eg 
ENTER BUILDING). If you are 
lucky the computer responds with 
some new information: if you are 
unlucky it responds with "I don’t 
understand” and you must try 
something ese. 

Firien Wood features the 
‘usual gamut of fiendish puzzles, 
‘magic passwords, knife-throwing 
xoblins, quirky humour, and all 

‘manner of treasures and monsters 
to be dealt with en route. You can 
‘ao save a game to tape, ready 10 
be resumed at a later date. 

The game is written entirely 
in machine code which makes for 
Some very fast responses (and 
‘ao stops you from cheat 
‘but means the program has to be 
RUN rather than CHATNed into 
the micro. 

Although there are no 
‘graphics in the game (what do 
you expect in 32K?) good use is 
‘made of colour — non-committal 
messages usually appear in pur- 
pile, warming messages in red 
Gevere warning messages in 
ashing red), useful information, 
in green, magic messages in 
yellow ete 

1's impossible to fully cheek 
an adventure program in a few 
days, but an initial examination 
reveals a large mumber of loca 
tions and puzzles to keep an 
adventurer happy for wecks 

Nice one 

instructions 
playability 

aphics valve for money 

MP. Soft- 
Ls. 

Space Fighter 
32K BBC 

£8.05 

‘Superior Software, 69 Leeds 
Road, Bramhope, Leeds 

This program is a cross between 
Defender and Scramble with 
features of both games used to 
good effect. There are five (yes, 
FIVE) types of alien to destroy 
Mutant ($0 points), Swarmer 
(100), Trimore (150), Baiter (150) 
and Baryon (150). 

The Trimor is particularly 
nasty and has to be hit three thes 
before it is destroyed, Mutants 
and Trimorts move randomly, 
‘Swarmers move away whilst 
Baiters and Baryons will try 10 
‘am your ship. Asteroids also ap- 
pear on the screen and will blow 
{you up if you hit them, 

eo 

£7.50 

MP Software & Services, 165 
Spital Road, Bromborough, 
Merseyside L62 2EA. 

A fairly simple, but quite addic- 
tive arcade game this one! As the 
“space guard” of the game’s ttle 
you control a spaceship under at- 
tack from various alien vessels 
determined to turn the sereen into 
amine field 

Points are scored by firing a 
laser at the alien vessels (180 
ppoints) or the mines they have 
Aeposited ($0 points), with a 
‘bonus 1000 points being awarded 
for each screen cleared. 

Initially, the emphasis is on 
‘space"* rather than “guard” 

sereen presentation being a lite 
‘unimaginative and consisting of a 
large black space occupied by 
your ship and a few alien vessels, 
But with suocessive screens, more 
‘and more alien spacecraft appear, 
‘making the game increasingly 
difficult. 

There are ee. different 
types of alien vessel, resembling a 
traditional green space invader, a 
blue dumb-bell this splits into 
two Mashing “Tiquorice alsorts"* 
‘when hit) and a pair of red lipst 

Movement of the player's 
space ship is by Keyboard or 
joystick. T didn’t like using the 
Keyboard because of the close 
‘grouping of the keys used 10 
‘move the ship, but control by 
joystick was superb and the best 
I've encountered in any joystick 
‘game for the BBC machine. 

‘The graphics are perhaps a 
line crude (Mode 2 is used for 

splay) but this is 
‘more than compensated by the 
speed of the machine code pro- 
gram and the good use of sound 
effects. 

playability 
sjoystick keyboard 

graphics 
value for money 

IDs. 

om 

68 

MP Software & Services, 165 
Spital Road, Bromborough, 
Merseyside L62 2AE, 

Swamp Monsters is MP Soft 
wware’s variation ‘on the classic 
‘Space Panic arcade game, Pur- 
sued by alien monsters (which 
bear a marked resemblance to 
Zebedee from “The Magic 
Roundabout") you control the 
movement of a robot around a 
maze of siepping stones set in a 
deadly swamp. 

‘As your robot moves he ca 
pick up stones, to leave “holes” 
for the monsters 10 fall into. 
Stones can then be dropped on a 
Srowning monster to speed up his 
demise, or to help form a new 
path across the swamp. 

On starting the game you 
have the option of using a 
Joystick or the cursor movement 
keys on the keyboard to control 
the robot. Unfortunately you 
cannot switch between the two 
‘options without reloading the 

‘An unlimited supply of 
lasers are at your disposal but you 
hhave only three smart Ge homing) 
bombs needed to destroy the 
Baryons and Asteroids. A smavt 
‘bomb wll destroyeverythingonthe 
scteen soit is good strategy to use 
them when lots of Asteroids and 
Baryons are present. You are 
governed in your quest by the 
amount of fuel you have, but do 
not despair, you can replenish 
your fuel tanks by destroying a 
fuel dump. 

The program loaded first 
‘time and the control keys are well 
chosen. Six skill levels are 
available and the instructions 
state that bonus ships are provid 
cedafter 10,000 and 20,000 points, 
tout 1 will have (0 take this on 
trust as I could not score above 
7,000! A thoroughly. enjoyable 
program, well worth the money 
~ pity that the graphics used for 
the space ship are not as good as 
the rest 

instructions 
playability 
sraphics 
value for money 

‘whole game, Movement of the 
robot and pursuing monsters is 
slow and jerky s0 that use of the 
joystick isnot really viable, whilst 
the curwor keys are grouped very 
closely together making control 
of the robot from the keyboard 
‘more difficult than it should be, 

The graphics are quite good, 
although the robot — a sort of 
pink paper bag with stick insect 
arms and legs — looks ridiculous, 
and I often found it difficult 10 
tell exactly which stone he 
standing on. 

‘Once the swamp has been 
eared of monsters fresh lot ap- 
Pear — apparently’ more intellie 
gent and worth more points if 
you're watching your, robot's 
score. | say “apparently” becatse 
1 didn’t progress so far as to moet 
them — I became bored with the 
zzame long before I'd cleared the 
second swamp of 
monsters LDs. 

‘ncructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 
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‘The Advertising Standards Authority. 
Han advertisement is wrong. we're here to put it right. 

ASA. Boo Haren Pace London WOE AN 

THE DRAGON DUNGEON 
panes 

DRAGON 
OWNERS CLUB 

month rial subscription £3.25) 

THE DRAGON DUNGEON 
PO BOX 4, ASHBOURNE, DERBYSHIRE DES 1AQ 

‘Tel: ASHBOURNE 44626, 
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COMPUTE! 
SOFTWARE NOW IN STOCK 
AT THE VIDEO PALACE 

COME AND SEE 
OUR FULL SELECTION 

mag asov onoen ay 
Siete qearcre 

TI PONCT, 
THEUREG-PALALCE 

62 KENSINGTON HIGH $ 

PALACE: 

SOFTWARE 



ZAR, SPECTRUM vic ie sorTWAKE ‘vicao £113 + VAT 
HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY CLASSIFIED 

Speed —Tae Qe 01-437 1002 
Sen ly {6.0 per nlc ctinere EXT 213. ‘Send your requirements to: 

Bridgette Sherliker 
ASPLTD. 
145 Charing Cross Road, 
London WC2H OEE 

Ln pd 
PONDERS END 

ENFIELD, MIDDLESEX. Tel 
sas 

Ring for information on series bookings/discounts. 

WHY PAY MORE??? 
We offer poodaroew machines GREEN SCREENS — 1179". Suit || 5 yourteiee 

TRSSO, £5.45 ine PAP. Other sizes | Or yot trom us frase ax £10 ey 
‘upto 15°x12", £6.98 inc P&P. State || sonin 
size required.’P.A. Young, Church || Software for sale reck-botion| End, Sheriff Hutton, York. is, 

ORICT 
CASSETTE LEADS = 
WITH MOTOR CONTROL DIN to DIN or DIN to JACKS 

_JOVSTICS, 
i £30 Sead pee ree rom | | | Orders to: ferret wonn 
‘br Dstsone | Mone To ‘Clares, 222 Towafieids Rosa, | | ELITEF 103 Great Ramet Street, London] 

‘Gore Gv Winsford, Cheshire CWT 4X wer PARAPHYSICS JOURNAL Rus- || 
sian translations); Psychotronic | | TH #1-4% 96H 
Generators, Kirlanography, grav 

ADD-ONS ty. lasers, telekinesis. Detalls: | Impact Printer (Base-2), 
Seba | SAE. 4x9" Paral, Downtown, | intligent, 4 interfaces (RS232, 
SN lems TEE, coop, centronics) hardly 
form and prices, For details TH | ZXB1/1 REGISTER lists 700 sup- | wsed £150 (ono) 
Microelecttonics, phone 0602 | pliers, $80 programs, 230 Also teletype ASR3} (includes 
392965, Evenings. Peripherals, 100° publications, | Pinter, Keyboard, tape) £95 

£5.95. Youngs Computer Pubicia: | (090). private sale DRAGON GAME CARTRIDGE | fons, 2 Wondland Way, Conta, | Te! 0234-7S1010 (Bedfordshire), 
PCB (plated through hole, double- | alsead, Essex. Includes new sup: | COLOUR MONITORS NOT 

Tel: Winsford $1374 
BROKEN YOUR TV7 

COMPUTER JOYSTICK 

sent ce 
oer Aided Accepe two asi 250, | "ales ros 

Tae Ok Sea ame, a2 oe 2160 Epnoes | meme MODIFIED TV sets, specifically 
designed for use with micros. Best 
quality, full guarantee, "£289, 
Micro-Tech Leeds Lid, Derwent 
Breary Lane, “East Bramhope, 

‘copying service provided for only 
DUST COVERS available for any | £1" each, “Also available: DC-DC 
compute, printer, etc. BBC, TI, | converter (S+ input to 25y output, Epson, £3.98; Dragon, Atari | curent ouiput 30m. maximum. | | mons “RAINBOW ar act Vi20,’ £2.95; ‘Sharp MZ-80A°K, | ppl level php S0mV, measuring | | ex, sPP ga mapa rom Us x | Leeds Tel 052 679964 
£4.95, For others please phone or | only 3$mm x 4Omm x mm, Game igor to ELRAN bec 
‘write to Sherborne Designs, Victory | PCB £5.50 (full imtructions provid. | [TROSICS. Wet WCW) FREE 
House, §A The Rank, North | ed, please specify 25 or 27 series). eo 
saaie, renee 7 ws. Te convener, £10 (with full beeen ne tie Ll On2ie tis, Ano madeto-meaire on) Price in = VIDEO GENIE, £6,303 16K 
service, Dealer enquiries welcome. | VAT, P&P 60p. K.H. Ping, 30| SPECTRAL ROM DECODED) sound, Lower Case, Manuals, 
‘eves and Barapa Cuecnbary Rend, Alero, Ms | Mist, aanoated duawembioy ot] Sofware. E165 no AKO dese, HAD™ TLL.” Te Egham |B SINCLAIR ZX SPECTRUM! NAscons? 1k. Cased, 2400 

‘ought and sold, Apple 
‘required immediately. Ring for 

TEXAS 1199740 (0784) 34300 ext. 208 or 01-997 9708 nd Cassette, £380 ono. Tel 
CASSETTE LEADS ©) senna spicmowanmen, On £490 {rom| Bion ETS a evens 

Lined 2X81 VIDEO INVERTER. Saves | Ave, St, Albans, Herts. EXIDY SORCI Including port and packing 
Single Recorder only 

Orders to: 
‘Clares, 222 Towntields Road, 
Winsford, Cheshire CW7 4AX. 

Tal: Winsford $1374 

solid black background screen. Ki 
Es, built £5 (inclodes VAT and | [JUPITER ACE P&P, instructions). Send che USERS CLUB {que/postal order to D. Fritsch, 6 Stamon Roud. Warrington: || _ Newser software (oth BUY OR SELL 

; Atlas a Chet WAS SHR sans td tien adap fo] HARDWARE 
parpore Gul rly forte hoe "in aon, THROUGH HCW 

‘ZXB1 High Res Graphics Unit SAE for detai H.WARE SECTION. computer and accesories. $9 con: 
venient to keep your equipment 
{idily on a mobile unit. How have 
you managed without one. Solid 
‘wood frame recessed upper & lower 

‘632 (excl. VAT) 
Tel: Wiliam Hayes 01-969 0819] 

Tools for Living 
Notting Dale Technology Centre 

Remsott, 8 George Street, 
Brighton BN2 1RH RING 01-437 1002 

EXT 213. 

shelves, Prices from £14.95 + pap, | | " Freon Rend, London. Wie} 
Send now for further information} | chequc/PO (add 18% VAT) YOUR HOME COMPUTER SPECIALISTS to Seteraft Susex Lid, 32 Walpole Slept —— ‘Ave,, Worthing, Sussex BNI2 4PL. 

‘ATARI SPECIALS Replacement keyboard forthe 
‘Atal 400 £58, 33k RAM pack ex 
change £65, ik RAM packs 

‘change £80. Spectra vision 
Joysticks £13.95 each. Genuine 

‘Alar joysticks inserts £1.20 each. 
‘All Atari games less 108%, S.A. 

ATARI PACKAGE DEALS 
440 (16K) + RECORDER + BASIC + JOYSTICK + 5 BLANK 
CASSETTES = DEMO CASSETTE ty ‘2m 448K) + ALL ABOVE ITEMS, ou mouse) = ALLITEMS fats 
SPECTRUM (6K) -0---£138 DRAGON £19 

BUY OR SELL 
HARDWARE 

THROUGH H.C.W 
H.WARE SECTION. IF 
YOU'VE ALREADY 
BOUGHT WHY NOT Wax) as vez £9 

onic sky 1108 SHARP "GENIE = ADD-ON? MAKE SURE EPSON + ACE ZX# YOU APPEAR IN THE 
RIGHT SECTION. 
RING 01-437 1002 

EXT 213. 

ALL PRICES INC. VAT 

24 GLOUCESTER ROAD BRIGHTON 698424 

for deals ‘aby Computer sad Video Games 
‘Crowans Howse Taterworth Road, 
Buby, Leber 
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DRAGON 32 
SOFTWARE LIBRARY 

‘Geemeas tees ein, pheg SESES 
MONSTER 

SOFTWARE CLUB 
‘Software library for the 

‘Over 70 Top Quality Cassettes FOR HIRE 
All tapes use with the Manufacturers Permission ‘SAE For detals Momer Software Club, 32, Lennox Drive, Li Waketeld, West Yo 

ATARI 400/800 
OWNERS 

Hig rom a comprehensive range of 
sate, aridge and dic pares. From £1.00 per week, Sae for 

‘seals 
Caste Games Leary, 44 Angusta 
Chose, Rochdale. Tel (076) S02 

‘rogrrs with fll manufacturers, 
fermion. Send 19.0 now fr 12 
tonths of the bet entertainment 

Sovereign Soeare Library GLCW) 4, Ranaock Deve, 
Manuf, Nos 

NATIONWIDE 
SHOPS & DEALERS| 

ST. JOHNS Woop VIDEO 
‘COMMODORE DEALER FOR] 
YOUR VIC 20/64 AND SOFT- 

‘WARE RING 2860137 

PEC TRENSS don, Hore Devon 

Tepa cared out ‘rout own workup 

‘Open 6 days Iam ip (Wed > Sat Sipad emesis poe computer, Apple He, coming Sosa Seon 

“GRAVESEND HOME, 
COMPUTERS LTD., 

39, The Terrace, Gravesend. 
“Tel. 0474 50677. 

Stockists of: ZXM, Spectrum, ‘Drago, Ore and Vc ston “Color compete seas 
‘Computer and Chips Lid, Fedinch 
Mains, Andrews, Fife. Te. (0338) 
76206. Stockists ofthe lotes“lona’ 
‘Colour Genie ee 
IMO Computer Centre 39-43 Stan 
dish St, Burnley. Tel. $4299. Open 6 
days. "Specialiss in home and 
business ‘computers. ACT Sirus 
‘Canon/Transtec/BBC/ Acorn 
‘Atom/Oric and others and pei 
pherals for most micro. 
‘Visit the Computer Junk Shop at 
10, Waterloo Road, Widnes 
Halton, Cheshire. Tel 
051-420-4590. 

RECRUITMENT 
& COURSES 

COMPUTER STAFF. 
REQUIRED 

Duc to the expansion of our chain of 
CS Sap ere ion 
Compute shop Sey Manges 
For ow Retmanneerth branch Ealing ranch ‘+ Computer Shop Se Asians For ou Serton branch Seton branch 
oe powios aca the sting of Rome’ and. personal. computers Therefore at appicans ast have fea epenence Weiter "appications should be drenes Me Po Kieha, 3B Compu, Baez 

Seo Is 

por 

‘STEVES COMPUTER 
COMPANY LTD. ss ASTEP AR ADE! Catan tan sips OPEN! Non = Sat 3-530 FOR COMpOsENTS 16 

We are currently looking Tor 
‘original preferably debusged game 
and utility programs. Anything from 14K to 24K is acceptable. If 
you have any programs that ft 
those criteria callus on 08S 982 239 
fo discuss remuneration. Bamby 
Software, Leverburgh, Isle of Har- 

vis, PASS STX 

Penryhnside, Llandudno. LL30 BL Tet 0n2.49707, 

OU A GOOD program 
2 Perhaps sling your sft 

ware from home. Want to make 
‘more money? We are looking for 
top quality machine code pro- 
rams for ZX. Spectrum ‘and 
BBC Micro. To be repackaged 
for national/international 
market please write sending 
details and demo tapes/dises to 
Gerry Smith, Dept 10, Smith 
Harrowden Associates Lid., 39, Darnford Close, Waingrave, 
‘Coventry CV2 2EB, 
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PROGRAM 
WRITERS 
READ THIS 

OCP js a fast growing and| 
highly successful software! 
hhouse specialising in top| 
quality machine coded Pro-| 
‘grams for the ZX Spectrum, 
We are now looking to ex- 
pand our catalogue of Pro- 
grams to take full advantage 
of the exploding home com- 
puter market. Perhaps you 
can help us and we can help 
you? 
We offer a variety of Pay- 
ment terms depending on 
your individual —cir- 
cumstances; this can be as a 
royalty Per Program sold, 
straight Purchase or some 
‘combination of the two. In. 
any case you get full advan- 
tage of our Pack design and 
marketing expertise which we 
are rather proud of. 
So, if you think that you have 
skills and Programs that set 
‘you apart from the ordinary 
‘and want to share our proven 
success contact us now at the| 
address below. If you're good 
you won't regret it 
Ring Bill Richardson on 0753 
888866 
oF write to: 
OXFORD COMPUTER 
PUBLISHING LTD. 

P.0. BOX 99, OXFORD, 
ENGLAND. 

KBS 
RECRUITMENT 

omtrac and permanent vacancies for 
[anys prosrammer and operator 
Nerh West — contact Jule Voce on 
ere 
Home Cousin — contact Soha Eat ‘ade on 0 35-349 
Mistnds contact Mike Tooley on fovea 

GAMES SOFTWARE. 
MANAGER 
REQUIRED 

Aclos Hill Game, the leading com: 
pny i gab) Board Games ar Sck 
g's computer aware person 1 manage thet expanding Compute [Games Division. Appt to: Micha! | Hodge, Avalon Hil Games, 60 High Road: Noh Facies, N12 ONL 

PROGRAMMERS we_ pay 30% foyalies for otgnalBBC/SPEC- "TRUM peopams Send your tape for dusk eration 1 AAP SERVICES 

KOPI KAT 
ATARI OWNERS 

oe, Kony at cate tape copes 
fia9stoe: PP, 

KOPI KAT, 2 Fat Lane, 

MZ-80A MZ-80K PROGRAMS, 
Business, utility, games, educa 
tional. List SAE: DCS, 38 South 
Parade, Bramball, Stockport. 
Pools Prediction Database, We 
can supply. English football 
Teague tesulis 1977-82 in com: 
puter format, with starter 
‘analysis programs — Dise/tapes 
EIS" (2 "year tapes £7.50) BBC, PET, VIC, TRS, 

Selec Software, 37, 
Lane, Cheadle, Cheshire, 061-428-7425, 

(Access/Barclay welcome) 

quickly using descriptive text, 
$2.80 payable 10D. Heller, 28 
Leygreen Close, Luton, LU2 08Q 

TSHIRTS. “1'm user friendly’, 
“Have you seen my peripherals? 
£3.50 white or blue sm. one pet 
cent screens, 12 Sar Lane, Great 
Wakering, Essex 

SAVE ££46°S! Protect valuable 
software from accidental damage 
te. “OF Faithful” will backup 
fany_ SPECTRUM file type — 
INCLUDING “headers 
AND read header details, 
‘uickly and easily, For less than 
the price of ONE precious tape, 
can you afford NOT 10 buy 
£5.00 from Paul Johnson, 11 
Keilder Close, Redcat, Cleveland 
TS10 4HS, 



72X81 REPAIR SERVICE 
AT LAST.NO NEED TO WAIT TOR WEEKS 

FOREN, SURREY. TW20 0QR 
Considering insuring your 
‘computer? Why not write oF 
hone for specialised advice with 
hho. obligation: K. Walker,S2 
Westfield Avenue, Woking, 
Surrey, Tel. Woking 64897 

[SOFTWARE 
BUSINESS 

Sinclair ZXB1/Spectrum Business 
Programs: Mailing Lists, Stock | Jassie 249 nd 2X Sere 
Control Acsounts, Reports et. | [sae SAE duals Datafer H.C.) 
287-291 High Sucet, Epping, Essex. | |p, tt ARTEAND SOFTWARE 

KBS 
COMPUTER tontsien Paemen, Reedracer 
SERVICES Dodgem and Fruit, all give exellant 

play value with fast action colour 
Supply a complete range of{ | and sound, “real. Atcade action 
Digital Research and Micropro| | with excellant graphix” Sole U.K. 
software for personal computers.| | distributor P. Adler Software. 
Contact Mark Caple — Systems] | Available now at £5 per cassetle 
Engineering Division —| | from P. Adler Software (Dept. 8), 
051-236-8333. 83 Cranley Gardens, London NIO 

3A 
CRUNCH, 2X81 16K. Bilan SOFTWARE Slaple bo sopics gue pes ee 

GAMES maths program. Cassette £2. Teanete Fenser” 257, Ovrdae, 
SOFTWARE FOR THE | | Scarborough YOU! IRE. 

SPECTRUM 
‘arr one conrarsszoun cams |] [WANTED URGENTLY. tend ornate mae wn] | [Arcade te games Tor mics 
Hate eat down se Mack not] | | 2X81, Seam, VIC 20, Dragon and Orc. We pay top ropaies 

buy outight. Any good. games 

for your work 
Beat immediate to 
NORTHWISH 
‘GROUND FLOOR. 
RALL BUILDING, 
STANLEY STREET 
MANCHESTER 3. 
res 

E:f esc Srarn gem 

LUNEXPANDED vic-20 ‘SPrCTRUM Space Storm £599 Shramble 9.99 SD Mase of Gold £5.98 Spee, €7 SEBS Cine 9 Space Peeks ew had 98 Ray Nase 
‘Seren Invaders 4 Aseroh 7 Centipede 495 Time Gate (4K) £6.95 Nisl Aik £3 ig Scroen Aseouds Te Chem Payer OK) £593, ft Speakeasy am ce 

‘Aso Sied and Space Figher £7 | Space Ineudes £498 8 Games Pack 5 ‘Andtoil Attack £3 Space Hopper {S Meteor Storm £498 Orster £3.98 PORANY Vic-Arcauia (550° Ground Anack £395 Mongoote 2.95 Mies I Frogger £9.99 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE POST & PACKING — OVERSEAS ORDERS PLEASE ADD fp Par AND YOU SHAY PAY BY STERLING MONEY ORDER (FROM YOUR BANK) OR YOUR OWN'U.S. § CHEQUE: ALL CUSTOMERS MAY DEDUCT THE FOLLOWING DISCOUNTS: ORDERS Ero18 9 Sey 0-59.95 =705% 30 and over 10% ALL ORDERS. DEALT WiTl ON DAY OF RECEIPT. Vic HARDWARE: E.G. Vie 30 Gaceae Dec. + Joystick ONLY £180 (ps £0 pp.) Fal son appiaion SOFTWARE HOUSES plan send we Your stopiee BYTEWELL. 25, Cour al, Bary, Glam. Te (0) 2291 

‘TRSH — VIDEO GENIE, 

Spectrum 48K Software. FRUTA 
£6.50 EVICTOR;, £5.50 
‘TRIPLET £5.50, FRUITA and 
EVICTOR;y £10.50. Che 
ques/P.0's to Wizard Software, 
P.O, Box 23, DUNFERMLINE, 
Fife, KYL SRW. S.A, for full 
program catalogue 
‘Spectrum Software sale. New Ven: 
ture (7 in 1), was £6, Three com- 
pulsive games, was £5. All on one 

ssette for just £6, Bobker, 29 
Chadderton Drive, Unsworth, 
Bury, Lancs. 

DRAGON & SHARP 
SOFTWARE SE raRpaacon — next os wi 

DRAGON SOFTWARE FROM] 
J. MORRISON (MICROS) 

Dragon Pop Quiz (Up to 26K). Test 
your knowledge on the hits of 
esterday 4, Hardy, § Faraday Sureet, Hull. HU9 3EG, 
448K Spectrum Darts. Vol! five dif- 
ferent darts games with various 
options £5 inc. R. Kerr, $3, Kevockvaie Park, Lasswade, 
Midlothian, Scotland, 
‘Sharp MZ80K. Hundreds of games 
and applications. For details phone 

ford 46585. 

UGBEAR: 
WIN cets WITH SUPER 

“CHRISTINE COMPUTING 
100% TEXAS 7199/4 and 4A 
5.01 Nowh Se How many sappy ship an you sink? ar) JE-C2 Handy Sub pronrams with 

aso 

2.50/£1.80 SPECTRUM/ZX81 
GAMES “— Magnus, Hangman, 
Solitaire, Yahtzee, Odd One Out, 
League Tables, R. Kimpton 39 

Street, Li pool 

oS seer 

a eas 
pion add Sop ap Orde over 84 pou foporftoaire “APEX SOFTWARE cICWD 

"beighton BND OS a gos 0) 3086 At hare ome 

sang ntccores | CAMS 

great games from Three Spires 
Software, 79 Southbank Road, 
Coventry.” 
ATARI 400/800 SOFTWARE 
‘bought /sold. S.A.E.'s for lists 10 
Jervis, 19, Porte Drive, Not 
tingham NGS SDT. 

SOFTWARE 
[EDUCATIONAL 
CHEMISTRY EXAMS? NO 
PROBLEM WITH ALCHEMY 
SOFTWARE. 6 programs covering 
FORMULAE and) CALCULA: 
‘TIONS for 0/CSE each with exten- 
sive notes for ZX81 and SPEC. 
‘TRUM, Send SAE for details 10 
ALCHEMY, 78 TWEENDYKES 

ROAD, HULL, 
DRAGON LIVE & LEARN 

id out show British seoarh, 200 {imal deer uae oii {toe to se igh lon gars 
‘One 10% of earection aad ue, ‘Site colour sound, apie. 
Sees chgue PO for to SHARDS 
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3 Wanted: Computers, ICs, Test 
M&JSOFTWARE =| | ouipment, Redundant Stock 

Dragon Companion Book .....£498 | Good prices paid. *Q° Services, 29 
[Soy the workings of BASIC with] |Lawford Crescent, ately, 
ihe dsscerbier Camberley, Surrey. 0282-87108, Discover 7 extra sraphics modes 
FTate comple consol of video EXT 213, remory mapping 
Increase the proseor spend (oot 2 
ndware mode) er ee CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT 
Tncorporie. ef routines fem — ORDER FORM BASIC in your m/c pros. 
[Add commands to BASIC Dragon Implemenation of Forth as 
This isa cass based implementa ion and is aly documented 
Font isting © 
es02, 80802806809, 0, 80D 
ook Tnsalation Manual s 
Necestary for iplemesting FORTH 
end ts edtor 
[Al pies Incase of postage and 
packing. ‘Cheques and PO made 
payable please to 
IM & J SOFTWARE mince te 
34 Grays Close ‘eunssinio oer ‘ 
ISeholay Green Sh i As nos NED ET a 
[Stoke-on-Trent 
ST7 3LU 
[Tel (0782) $17876 Fahe.dOun 

‘Weare currenly looking for original | ty. cies ofthis pubcatlon, including al articles, deg, plans, drawings and preferably debugged game and wil | rogram: and al copyright and sie intelectual thin belong Argun Spelt 
ty programs. Anything from VK 10 | Pbications Lid. Alrighs coneted by the aw of Coneight and othe nt 
24K is acceptable. If you have any | property rights and by vine of nterationa copy Comentoas are spell 

TIRED OF YOUR 
COMPUTER? 

WHY NOT SELL IT 
4ND BUY A NEW ONE 
RING 01-437 1002 

SOFTWARE 
EDUCATIONAL 
PHONES keeps track of your 
phone bill. Times calls, costs them. 
Good for flat sharers or several 
people sharing the same_ phone. 
From WIMSOFT, (HCW) 20 
Brookside Road, Wimborne, 
Dorset BH21 2BL. 
USER GROUPS 
Noh London BBC Micro Users 
Group. ‘Contact Dr. Leo M. 
McLaughlin. Dept. of Chemis 
Westfield College, Kidderpore 
Ave., London NW3.7ST., Tel 
o1-ais.0108, 

FORTH 
XFORTH — The fast extensible 
system used by the professionals, 
IKFORTH— is true Forth-79} 
vith full CP/M compatibiliy 
and many extensions, including 
screen editor @ from £48.00 
We also sell other sofware, for 
word procesing and data base 
management, For details sena| 
S.A.E. We will ry to beat other 

advertised prices 
AIM RESEARCH 

20 Montague Rd. Cambridge | | PrOBrams that {it these criteria call | Teered 1 Argus Speciale Publications Lid and any eprodustion requis the "4 tis on 08S 982 239 to discuss | prior rinen conse! ofthe compan 
SCOS BX Tet: 0223 359985 _] | renumeration, Bamby Software 190 Argus Specialt Publications Lid ISSN ox64499 

VIC-20 SOFTWARE 
QUALITY ARCADE ACTION GAMES FOR THE UNEXPANDED 

view 
INTRODUCTORY OFFER ON ALL. GAMES FOR 1 MONTH ONLY 
GALAXIONS. snoor vown tne ALIEN INVADERS, [UT BEWARE OF THE SWOOPING ATTACKERS. RRP £4.99 1N- 
“TRODUCTORY PRICE £5:00 
SCRAMBLER, nace atone THe ALIEN PLANE: 
SURFACE, BOMMIING THE FUEL DUMPS, AND LAUNCHIN 
ROCKETS, AVOIDING THE ASTEROID CLOUDS AND MOUNTAIN 
PRAKS. RitP 16:99 INTRODUCTORY PRICE £5:00| 
ASTEROYDS. your str ts vost iv AN asterow 
FIELD, YOUR ONLY HOPE 1S TO BLAST THE ONCOMING 
[ASTEROIDS RRP 15:99 INTRODUCTORY PRICE £500, 
MUNCH MAN. must sr one oF 1ne nest vex. 
SIONS OF Titls POPULAR ARCADE GAME, 3 LIVES, BONUS 
FRUIT, POWER PILLS AND 4 VERY INTELLIGENT GHOSTS RRP 
£59 INTRODUCTORY PRICE £5:00 
GUN FIGHT. suoor your raxrvex serone ue 
SHOOTS YOU. A GAME OF SKILL FOR 2 PLAYERS. RRP £5.09 
INTRODUCTORY PRICE 65:0, 
SUPER BREAKOUT. ur: o1o ravounrre 
ARCADE GAME BROUGHT BACK TO LIFE. KNOCK OUT A FULL 
WALL TO GAIN ANOTHER RRP £69 INTRODUCTORY PRICE, 
£500 

HILTON COMPUTER SERVICES 
LIMITED 

The renowned PERSONAL BANKING SYSTEM now available for 
2X 81 — ZX SPECTRUM — DRAGON 32 

‘ALL cheque book transactions and hank receipts 
ALL standing order payments AUTOMATICALLY (month, 
‘quarter, sixemonthly oF annually ANO for set number of 
payments) 

In adtion the abity to search, locate, delete of conect previous 
nities. 
‘Additional RECONCILIATION module available 

toautomaticaty match your bank satementto you personal 
PERSONAL BANKING SYSTEM ACCOUNT. 
Full instructions included and GUARANTEED after sales main 
tenance provided 
PBS 2x81 £895 — ZX SPECTRUM £995 — DRAGON £995 

(18K), (48k) (32k) 
EC (lor use with above) £5.00 

ORDER specityng for which machine: by POST trom 
HILTON COMPUTER SERVICES LIMITED 

14 Avalon Road, Orpington, Kent BRS 9AX 
‘ORat he POST OFFICE using TRANSCASH ACCOUNT 302 9557 
— YOUR PBS IS NEVER OUT OF DATE — 

[ALL OUR GAMES ARE WRITTEN ENTIRELY IN M/C FOR FAST 
ARCADE ACTION, INCREDIBLE COLOUR GRAPHICS AND 
SouxD 
MAIL ORDER ONLY — PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES/P0s PAYABLE 
10 

SOLAR SOFTWARE 
51, MEADOWCROFT RADCLIFFE MANCHESTER 

ALL ORDERS SENT BY RETURN POST, 
‘TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
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SPECTRUM Se 
games — 

MUSSILE ATTAGA 
THE ULTIMATE EXPLOSIVE CHALLENGE 

MPostcouronNowTo Hl 2 Ga 
MONSTE SPECTRUM GAMES I 
MUNCHER FREEPOST Manchester M3 8BB 

PLEASE RUSH ME A COPY OF 
Ghosts energizers ZxsrecTRUM vic20 I 

and asecretescape authentic arcade Serpe ah Vary Memory) 
aaaag action ql I 

HOPPER 5] 

ANY GAME Just £5.50 i miss attack = [J] oO I 
SPECIAL OFFER - SAVE ON TWOII 

Wik ee | SAVE £2.00 ON ANY 2 GAMES PAY ONLY £9.00 AND PACKING 
endiose a cheque’? O. 
1 please debit my Access eo 

3 SPECTRUM GAMES NAME 
FREEPOST MANCHESTER M3 8BB Adoress 
SAME DAY CREDIT CARD SALES 

#/ ANY FAULT, YOUR GAME WILL 
BE REPLACED COMPLETELY FREE 

@2 061-832 9143. (24 HOURS) 
FREE POST — NO STAMP NECESSARY 



rita tanto eR UA 
| ZxB1 + 168K 

[| RAM cames 
croaKa 

PIXEL GAMES 
vic2o 
UNEXPANDED 
GAME 
HARVESTER & INSTORI 

£7.98 | 
viczo+8k OR 
16K RAM. 
GAMES: 
PIXEL POWER, 

UNEXPANDED 
SPECTRUM +yoysTICK = 
+18KGAMES GAME £7.98 

2x81 16K RAM 
, OR ViC2O + 16K 

* RAM GAMES 
TRADER 

2x1 16K RAM 9.95 
£14.85 

AT YOUR FINGERTIPS FROM 
QUICKSILVA 

cor GaMes 
supspace STRIKER & ZOR 

Zxei + 18K RAM 
‘ — fass 
Piease send me the games YEZ0 = ex Ram 
Total cheque/PO. enclosed és a4 

= srarquest/ ENCOUNTER 

Cheques payable to Quicksiive Lim: 
| Suppiied Sn Cassetve, x aie: 

fees eee ee see eee ee eee eee eee EEE ee 

MORE MEGA AMAZING Gat “Vic2o + 16K RAM 
SMS IS ONLY THE BEGINNING. 8788 

QUIGKSILVA LIMITED, PALMERSTON PARK HOUSE. 13 PALMERSTON ROAD. 
‘SOUTHAMPTON. TELEPHONE (0703) 20169. 


